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1 As of this writing, Steelcase had a minority investment in IDEO and this relationship generated interest in 




































2 A sample EPD for Steelcase’s Think Chair can be found 
at: www.steelcase.com/na/files/dyn/3efc64a6dce742e6bbf8e818ef676326/04-0012421.pdf.  Last accesse
April 2008. 
d 
3 These requirements are covered in detail in the International Standards Organization (ISO) Standard 
14040.  In addition to requirements for comparative assertions, as discussed above, the standard establishes 
requirements for inventory analysis, impact assessment, and life cycle interpretation as well as fundamental 
boundary, assumption, and data requirements.  In the interest of encouraging LCA activity by non-experts, 
decisions on many of these points do not need to be made by users of the Steelcase tool.  Rather, they are 
built into the tool to the greatest extent possible to maximize accuracy while retaining simplicity. 
4 According to ISO 14040, a “comparative assertion” is a public release of LCA information for the 
purpose of comparing a product’s environmental performance to another.  LCAs developed for this purpose 
must adhere to strict standards on data quality and be vetted through a critical review process before being 
released.  Steelcase releases such LCAs, but they are developed by internal experts and are not expected to 
be the responsibility of product development teams.  The environmental analyses conducted during product 
















                                                 
5 For example, a comparison between two different types of chairs requires careful identification of the 
functional unit (e.g. “provision of seating for X years”) and the boundaries of analysis (e.g. whether end of 
life is included in calculations of each chair’s environmental impacts).  During the development phase at 
Steelcase, the functional unit for a product is defined early on as part of a marketing evaluation and 
conceptual design development.  Therefore, by the time developers are evaluating different options for a 
product, they are already comparing these options within a consistent definition of the functional unit.  The 
boundary issue is defined within the tool so that every product is evaluated within the same boundaries of 
pre-defined material profiles to represent early extraction and processing, more detailed profiles for 
immediate suppliers and internal Steelcase operations, and standard end of life profiles that can be applied 
consistently across products. 
6 The exception to the use phase exclusion is Steelcase’s lighting products, which cause some use phase 
impacts through electricity consumption.  However, these products, like others, will be compared based on 
iterations of a single product rather than across product lines.  In the event that inter-product comparisons 
must be made, the tool does incorporate an option to establish use phase electricity consumption as part of a 
product profile.  The definition of functional units early in development also minimizes the risk that a short 
lived product would be compared with a long lived one; the necessary life span of each product is defined 











































                                                 











































                                                 
8 Discussions with Steelcase product development representatives. 
9 Discussions with Steelcase environmental representatives. 








































200 million megatons at the start of the 20  century . th 14
                                                 
11 Discussions with Steelcase product development representatives. 
12 Graedel, Thomas and Howard-Grenville, Jennifer. Greening the Industrial Facility. Springer Science and 
Business Media, Inc. 2005. Page 14. 
13 Ibid. Page 15. 




















































































                                                 
15 Frosch, R.A. and Gallopoulos, N.E. Strategies for Manufacturing. Scientific American. Number 261(3). 
1989. Pages 144-152. 
16 Graedel, T.E. and Allenby, B.R. Industrial Ecology. AT&T and Pearson Education, Inc. 1995, 2003. 
17 Keoleian, Gregory A. and Spitzley, David V. Sustainability Science and Engineering, Chapter 7: Life 
Cycle Based Sustainability Metrics. Elsevier A.B. 2006. Pages 127-159. 
18 Environmental Management – Life Cycle Assessment – Principles and Framework. International 







































                                                 
19 Discussed in detail in Graedel, T.E. and Allenby, B.R. Design for Environment. AT&T and Pearson 
Education, Inc. 1998.  Pages 12-13. 
20 Keoleian, Gregory A. and Menery, Dan. Sustainable Development by Design: Review of Life Cycle 
Design and Related Approaches. Air & Waste. Volume 44. May 1994. Pages 644-668.  
21 Keoleian, Gregory A. The Application of Life Cycle Assessment to Design. Journal of Cleaner Production. 
Volume 1. Number 3-4. 1993. Pages 143-149. 
22 Keoleian, Gregory A. et al. Life Cycle Design Framework and Demonstration Projects. National 
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24 Graedel, T.E. and Allenby, B.R. Design for Environment. AT&T and Pearson Education, Inc. 1998.  
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29 Sheng, Paul. A Process Chaining Approach toward Product Design for Environment. Journal of 







































                                                 
30 Review of publicly available information on Design for Environment practices at multiple companies.  
Those with particularly robust information and/or well-known practices include but are not limited to HP 
(www.hp.com/hpinfo/globalcitizenship/environment/index.html), Herman Miller 
(www.hermanmiller.com/CDA/SSA/Category/0,1564,a10-c382,00.html), Interface Fabrics 
(www.interfacesustainability.com/) and Sun Microsystems 
(www.sun.com/aboutsun/environment/index.jsp). All websites last accessed April 2008. 
31 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/weee/index_en.htm Last accessed April 2008. 













































33 www.mbdc.com/c2c_home.htm Last accessed April 2008. 
34 Rossi, Mark et al. Design for the Next Generation: Incorporating Cradle-to-Cradle Design into Herman 
Miller Products. Journal of Industrial Ecology. MIT and Yale University. Volume 10. Number 4. 2006. 
Pages 193-210. 
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45 www.greenguard.org Last accessed April 2008. 
46 www.scscertified.com/iaq/indooradvantage.html Last accessed April 2008. 



















































































                                                 
48 During this project, Steelcase and IDEO identified opportunities for some crossover use of the tool.  
However, as discovered during development needs within the two groups were significantly different and 
the long-term potential to share use of the tool separately came into question.  This led to the conclusion 
that the tool should remain within Steelcase in the immediate future. 
49 Pre Consultants are the developers of SimaPro software.  Earth Shift is their primary contractor in the 
U.S. to provide support on SimaPro use and development of tools, such as “wizards”, within the software. 
50 Steelcase’s Grand Rapids group is where North American product development is based and is where 
this project originated.  While input from other groups was informative and appreciated, the tool first 













































































































                                                 
51 Details on SimaPro available at www.pre.nl/simapro/. Last accessed April 2008. 











































                                                 
53 See Section 3.2. 
54 Conversation with Pre Consultants and Earth Shift representatives on known uses of SimaPro in 












































                                                 












































                                                 



































                                                 
57 SimaPro 7: Wizards Manual. PRé Consultants. 2007. www.pre.nl/download/manuals/WizardManual.pdf 































































































































































                                                 









































                                                 
59 From discussions with Steelcase environmental experts. 
60 From discussions with IDEO contributors to WELE testing. 
61 From conversations with Strasbourg representatives and CSS discussions. 












































                                                 



































































































































































































                                                 
64 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency glossary: www.epa.gov/climatechange/glossary.html.  Last 



























                                                 
65 Carbon dioxide (CO2) equivalent measures total output of greenhouse gases weighted by their relative 
impacts.  For example, a unit of methane gas (CH4) is estimated to have the same global warming potential 
as 23 units of CO2 according to the International Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC) 2001 assessment.  Due 
to its greater impacts per unit, a nitrous oxide (N2O) unit is estimated to have the same impact as 296 units 
of CO .  With total emissions of CH  and N2 4 2O weighted by 23 and 296 respectively, these weighted values 
are added to total emissions of CO  to calculate CO2 2 equivalent as a measure of total global warming 
































                                                 
66 MBDC Cradle to Cradle Certification Program. McDonough Braungart Design Chemistry. 
Charlottesville, VA. 2007. Available at www.mbdc.com/docs/Outline_CertificationV2_Final.pdf. Last 












Contains minor amounts of moderately problematic elementsYYYELLOW
Contains minor amounts of moderately problematic elementsYYYELLOW
YYGREEN
Contains one minor problematic ingredientYYRED
Contains one minor problematic ingredient WILL BE YELLOW SOONYNORED





















                                                 













































































TRACI  and EDIP . 68 69
                                                 
68 TRACI is the Tool for the Reduction and Assessment of Chemical and other Environmental Impacts and 
was developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to characterize a variety of environmental 
impacts resulting from industrial processes.  More information is available 





























                                                                                                                                                 
69 EDIP stands for Environmental Development of Industrial Products and was developed by the Danish 
Environmental Protection Agency.  Similar to TRACI in its assessment and weighting of various impacts, 
though based on different criteria, EDIP is widely used throughout Europe as a life cycle assessment 

































































































































































































































































































70 www.epa.gov/oppt/library/pubs/archive/acct-archive/resources.htm  Last accessed April, 2008. 
71 Dietz, Bernhard A. Life Cycle Assessment of Office Furniture Products. Center for Sustainable Systems, 
University of Michigan. Report No. CSS05-08. April 5, 2005. 
72 Steelcase supply chain representative.  Rates of response are generally lower than 10%. 
73 Rossi, Mark et al. Design for the Next Generation: Incorporating Cradle-to-Cradle Design into Herman 






































































































































































































































































































































                                                 
74 Dietz, Bernhard A. Life Cycle Assessment of Office Furniture Products. Center for Sustainable Systems, 


















































                                                 






























































































































76 For each material, the “low recycling” scenario assumes a rate 80% lower than the current average rate 
and the “high recycling” scenario assumes a rate 80% higher than the current average rate.  For example, in 
the “low recycling” profile, ferro scrap is recycled at a rate of 5.6% (meaning 94.4% is disposed of rather 
than reused).  In the “average recycling” profile, ferro scrap is recycled at a rate of 28.0% and in the “high 
recycling” scenario, ferro scrap is recycled at a rate of 50.4%.   


































78 Such external auditing is pursued by many companies to verify general supply chain environmental and 
social performance as required by each company.  An interesting discussion of one such program at HP is 
available at www.hp.com/hpinfo/globalcitizenship/gcreport/supplychain/conformity/verification.html.  Last 
accessed April 2008.  













































































                                                 
80 Spitzley, David V. et al. Life Cycle Assessment of Office Furniture Products: Final Report on the Study 
of Three Steelcase Office Furniture Products. Center for Sustainable Systems, University of Michigan. 
Report No. CSS06-11. July 7, 2006. 




























































































































































































                                                 
82 Similar to Turkstra’s rule, as discussed in Naess, A and Røyset, Johannes. Extensions of Turkstra’s Rule. 

























































































































































































































































                                                 





Represented  ERC  GWP  AP  CP  SW  TMC 
0 (Concept)  84%  69% 59% 37% 59%  70%
1 (Design)  91%  82% 76% 66% 81%  81%
2 (Engineering)  90%  89% 88% 92% 97%  94%
3 (Process)  99%  99% 99% 99% 100.00%  99.97%




Represented  Minimum Maximum Average 
Concept  37% 84% 63%
Design  66% 91% 80%
Engineer  88% 97% 92%
Process  99% 100.00% 99%























Represented  ERC  GWP  AP  CP  SW  TMC 
0 (Concept)  27%  21% 21% 27% 1%  9%
1 (Design)  46%  44% 45% 44% 64%  56%
2 (Engineering)  55%  54% 51% 50% 79%  83%
3 (Process)  94%  93% 93% 93% 99%  98%





Represented  Minimum Maximum Average 
Concept  1.09% 27.35% 17.71%
Design  43.55% 64.41% 50.05%
Engineer  49.47% 82.90% 61.98%
Process  92.60% 99.87% 94.95%























Represented  ERC  GWP  AP  CP  SW  TMC 
0 (Concept)  60%  45% 41% 30% 38%  76%
1 (Design)  63%  63% 60% 60% 75%  76%
2 (Engineering)  76%  77% 73% 72% 89%  94%
3 (Process)  92%  93% 92% 92% 99%  99%




Represented  Minimum Maximum Average 
Concept  30% 76% 48%
Design  60% 76% 66%
Engineer  72% 94% 80%
Process  92% 99% 95%
























































Represented  ERC  GWP  AP  CP  SW  TMC 
0 (Concept)  27%  21% 21% 27% 1%  9%
0 (Modified 
37%  28% 42% 38% 29%  20%
Concept) 
1 (Design)  46%  44% 45% 44% 64%  56%
2 (Engineering)  55%  54% 51% 49% 79%  83%
3 (Process)  94%  93% 93% 93% 99%  98%




Represented  Minimum Maximum Average 
Concept  1% 27% 18%
Modified 
20% 42% 32%Concept 
Design  44% 64% 50%
Engineer  49% 83% 62%
Process  93% 99% 95%












































































































































































































































































report on environmental impacts.  Text and images from SimaPro 7: Wizards Manual. 




Displays a text message to the user. 
 
Enter name node 
Allows the user to enter a name; for example the name of an assembly. 
  
Enter values node 
Allows the user to enter a value; for example the amount of steel in an 
assembly. 
   
Select process node 
Allows the user to select a process into an assembly; for example, he can 
choose between the different types of steel in the database. 
  
Choose wizard route node 
Allows the user to decide which is the next task. 
 
Call wizard node 
Jumps to and activates another wizard. 
  
Calculate node 
Calculates the results of one or more processes or product stages with an 
impact assessment method.  
Operations node 
This is one of the most complex and advanced nodes. Here you can create 
new processes and product stages. It allows you to include arithmetic 
operations within the wizard. For example, you ask the user for the height 
and width, and you let the operation node calculate the surface. 
 
Show inventory node 
Lets SimaPro show the Life cycle inventory results or results of impact 
assessment per substance. 
   
Show impact assessment node 
Lets SimaPro show the results of impact assessment in a predefined way. 
 
Show network node 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































17.5_Panel Knee  Cherry Veneer (final)  Cherry  Ash data from 
Europe 

















































2.1.5_PneuLever  IISI, Rebar, EAF Route  Steel 23% recycled B  Data Archive 



































3.4_Tube Axle  IISI, Steel Section, EAF Route  Steel 23% recycled B  Data Archive 
3.5_Spring Torsion 
LeftHand  IISI, Rebar, EAF Route  Steel 23% recycled B  Data Archive 
3.6_Spring Torsion 


































































































6.1.3.3_BackWire  IISI, Rebar, EAF Route  Steel 23% recycled B  Data Archive 
6.1.3.4_Link Upper 
Inner RH  GS‐10Ni6 I, US  Steel 23% recycled B  Data Archive 
6.1.3.5_Link Upper 















6.1.9_Spring  IISI, Rebar, EAF Route  Steel 23% recycled B  Data Archive 
6.1.12_Link Outer RH  GS‐10Ni6 I, US  Steel 23% recycled B  Data Archive 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Component  Steelcase Processes  Generic Processes  Generic Data 
Source 



















RECTANGULAR  CNC router (wood), SC  Electricity avg. kWh USA  IDEMAT 2001 
4_WORKSURFACE 
RECTANGULAR  CNC router (wood), SC  Electricity avg. kWh USA  IDEMAT 2001 
4_WORKSURFACE 




























RECTANGULAR  Single edge bander, SC  Electricity avg. kWh USA  IDEMAT 2001 
4_WORKSURFACE 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Steelcase‐Specific Transport       
Transportation Mode  Source  % of Product  Distance 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  80%  14.43 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  20%  31.03 
       
Standard Comparison ‐ Average       
Transportation Mode  Source  % of Product  Distance 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  100%  17.75 
       
Standard Comparison ‐ Max       
Transportation Mode  Source  % of Product  Distance 





Steelcase‐Specific Transport       
Transportation Mode  Source  % of Product  Distance 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  35%  38.06 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  7%  8.43 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  6%  2.83 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  6%  5.75 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  5%  1.31 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  5%  1.15 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  5%  6.14 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  35%  83.99 
       
Standard Comparison ‐ Average       
Transportation Mode  Source  % of Product  Distance 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  100%  44.2524 
       
Standard Comparison ‐ Max       
Transportation Mode  Source  % of Product  Distance 










Steelcase‐Specific Transport       
Transportation Mode  Source  % of Product  Distance 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98     21.6 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  35%  7.32 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  7%  0.84 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  6%  0.89 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  6%  0.73 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  5%  1.45 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  5%  1.19 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  5%  1.45 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  35%  23.03 
       
Standard Comparison ‐ Average       
Transportation Mode  Source  % of Product  Distance 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  100%  21.6 
Trailer Diesel, FAL US  Franklin USA 98  100%  10.983 
       
Standard Comparison ‐ Max       
Transportation Mode  Source  % of Product  Distance 


















































































A. BASE TABLE       





Total     60.0000 
3.1_Plate-Curved 1.0000 10.0000 10.0000 
3.2_Tube-Square 2.0000 10.0000 20.0000 
3.3_Glide 4.0000 5.0000 20.0000 
3.3_Leg-Tube 2.0000 5.0000 10.0000 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        






Total     51.0000 
2.1_Column-Worksurface 1 10 10.0000 
2.2_Bracket-Mechanism 1   8 
        
        
        
        
        
        
2.2.7_Guide 2 1 2.0000 
        
        
        
        
2.2.12_Brake-Actuator 1   6 
        
        
        
2.2.12.2_Brake-Actuator 4 1 4.0000 
        
        
        




        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
2.2.12.15_Handle 1 1 1.0000 
2.2.12.16_Brake-Actuator 1 1 1.0000 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
2.4_Plate-Mounting 1 5 5.0000 
2.5_Column-Worksurface 1 15 15.0000 
        
        
        
2.9_Rail 8 1 8.0000 
        
        
2.12_Plate-Mounting 1 5 5.0000 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        






Total     58.7600 
1.1_Particleboard 1130 0.05 56.5000 
1.2_Laminate 1130 0.001 1.1300 






A. BASE TABLE       





Total     60.0000 
3.1_Plate-Curved 1.0000 10.0000 10.0000 
3.2_Tube-Square 2.0000 10.0000 20.0000 
3.3_Glide 4.0000 5.0000 20.0000 
3.3_Leg-Tube 2.0000 5.0000 10.0000 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        






Total     51.0000 
2.1_Column-Worksurface 1 10 10.0000 
2.2_Bracket-Mechanism 1   8 
        
        
        
        
        
        
2.2.7_Guide 2 1 2.0000 
        
        
        
        
2.2.12_Brake-Actuator 1   6 
        
        
        
2.2.12.2_Brake-Actuator 4 1 4.0000 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        




        
        
        
2.2.12.15_Handle 1 1 1.0000 
2.2.12.16_Brake-Actuator 1 1 1.0000 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
2.4_Plate-Mounting 1 5 5.0000 
2.5_Column-Worksurface 1 15 15.0000 
        
        
        
2.9_Rail 8 1 8.0000 
        
        
2.12_Plate-Mounting 1 5 5.0000 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        






Total     58.7600 
1.1_Particleboard 1130 0.05 56.5000 
1.2_Laminate 1130 0.001 1.1300 








A. BASE TABLE       





Total     51.2832 
3.1_Plate-Curved 1.0000 8.9609 8.9609 
3.2_Tube-Square 2.0000 6.9782 13.9563 
3.3_Glide 4.0000 4.6130 18.4520 
3.3_Leg-Tube 2.0000 4.6130 9.2260 
3.4_Cap-End 4.0000 0.1720 0.6880 
        
        
        
        
        
        






Total     48.3923 
2.1_Column-Worksurface 1 8.871 8.8710 
2.2_Bracket-Mechanism 1   11.7433284 
2.2.1_Plate-Mounting 1 0.9776 0.9776 
2.2.2_Pin-Pivot 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.3_Cam 1 0.6493 0.6493 
2.2.4_Ball-Bearing 2 0 0.0000 
2.2.5_Spring-Compression 1 2.178493 2.1785 
2.2.6_Screw-Tapping 4 0 0.0000 
2.2.7_Guide 2 0.5745 1.1490 
2.2.8_Bearing 8 0.028638 0.2291 
2.2.9_Bracket 1 0.312 0.3120 
2.2.10_Mount-Vibration 6 0 0.0000 
2.2.11_Nut-Acorn 3 0.114 0.3420 
2.2.12_Brake-Actuator 1   4.8615142 
2.2.12.1_Nut-Special 1   0 
2.2.12.1.1_Nut-Special 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.1.2_Nut-Special 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.2_Brake-Actuator 4 0.65106 2.6042 
2.2.12.3_Spring-Extension 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.4_Cap-Filler 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.5_Housing-Connector 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.6_Bearing-Thrust 2 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.7_Housing-Connector 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.8_Screw-Special 1 0.562292 0.5623 
2.2.12.9_Grommet 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.10_Plate-Mounting 1 0 0.0000 




2.2.12.12_Washer-Wave 2 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.13_Bushing 2 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.14_Plate-Mounting 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.15_Handle 1 0.214426 0.2144 
2.2.12.16_Brake-Actuator 1 0.283239 0.2832 
2.2.12.17_CablePackage 1 0.153 0.1530 
2.2.12.18_Washer-Special 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.19_Pin-Spring 1 0 1.0443 
2.2.13_Plate-Mounting 1 0.158963 0.1590 
2.2.14_Clip 2 0 0.0000 
2.2.15_Spacer 2 0 0.0000 
2.2.16_Screw-Tapping 4 0 0.0000 
2.2.17_Cable-Power 1 0.8853542 0.8854 
        
2.3_Bearing 8   0.807128 
2.3.1_Ball-Bearing 1 0.039 0.0390 
2.3.2_Spacer 1 0 0.0000 
2.3.3_Screw-Special 1 0.061891 0.0619 
2.4_Plate-Mounting 1 5.8044396 5.8044 
2.5_Column-Worksurface 1 14.362 14.3620 
2.6_Retainer 1 0 0.0000 
2.7_Retainer 1 0.141491 0.1415 
2.8_Cap-Junction 1 0 0.0000 
2.9_Rail 8 0.076 0.6080 
2.10_Pad 2 0 0.0000 
2.11_Pad 4 0 0.0000 
2.12_Plate-Mounting 1 6.0548893 6.0549 
        
        
        
        
        
2.18_Screw-Tapping 6 0 0.0000 
        
        
        
        






Total     37.2390 
1.1_Particleboard 1130 0.0293 33.1090 
1.2_Laminate 1130 0.00136 1.5368 
1.3_Sheet-Backup 1130 0.00146 1.6498 
1.4_Edge-Worksurface 40 0.002 0.0800 
1.5_Edge-Worksurface 97 0.007 0.6790 
1.6_Adhesive-HotMelt 0.0417 0 0.0000 






A. BASE TABLE       





Total     64.4834 
3.1_Plate-Curved 1.0000 8.9609 8.9609 
3.2_Tube-Square 2.0000 6.9782 13.9563 
3.3_Glide 4.0000 4.6130 18.4520 
3.3_Leg-Tube 2.0000 4.6130 9.2260 
3.4_Cap-End 4.0000 0.1720 0.6880 
Packaging plastic bag, US 0.4100 0.4100 0.1681 
Packaging cardboard, US 3.6100 3.6100 13.0321 
Drilling steel, US (hours)       
Hand tool, electric, SC (hours)       
Welding, MIG SC (hours)       
        






Total     50.9923 
2.1_Column-Worksurface 1 8.871 8.8710 
2.2_Bracket-Mechanism 1   11.7433284 
2.2.1_Plate-Mounting 1 0.9776 0.9776 
2.2.2_Pin-Pivot 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.3_Cam 1 0.6493 0.6493 
2.2.4_Ball-Bearing 2 0 0.0000 
2.2.5_Spring-Compression 1 2.178493 2.1785 
2.2.6_Screw-Tapping 4 0 0.0000 
2.2.7_Guide 2 0.5745 1.1490 
2.2.8_Bearing 8 0.028638 0.2291 
2.2.9_Bracket 1 0.312 0.3120 
2.2.10_Mount-Vibration 6 0 0.0000 
2.2.11_Nut-Acorn 3 0.114 0.3420 
2.2.12_Brake-Actuator 1   4.8615142 
2.2.12.1_Nut-Special 1   0 
2.2.12.1.1_Nut-Special 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.1.2_Nut-Special 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.2_Brake-Actuator 4 0.65106 2.6042 
2.2.12.3_Spring-Extension 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.4_Cap-Filler 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.5_Housing-Connector 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.6_Bearing-Thrust 2 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.7_Housing-Connector 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.8_Screw-Special 1 0.562292 0.5623 
2.2.12.9_Grommet 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.10_Plate-Mounting 1 0 0.0000 




2.2.12.12_Washer-Wave 2 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.13_Bushing 2 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.14_Plate-Mounting 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.15_Handle 1 0.214426 0.2144 
2.2.12.16_Brake-Actuator 1 0.283239 0.2832 
2.2.12.17_CablePackage 1 0.153 0.1530 
2.2.12.18_Washer-Special 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.19_Pin-Spring 1 0 1.0443 
2.2.13_Plate-Mounting 1 0.158963 0.1590 
2.2.14_Clip 2 0 0.0000 
2.2.15_Spacer 2 0 0.0000 
2.2.16_Screw-Tapping 4 0 0.0000 
2.2.17_Cable-Power 1 0.8853542 0.8854 
2.2.18_Label-Warning 1 0 0.0000 
2.3_Bearing 8   0.807128 
2.3.1_Ball-Bearing 1 0.039 0.0390 
2.3.2_Spacer 1 0 0.0000 
2.3.3_Screw-Special 1 0.061891 0.0619 
2.4_Plate-Mounting 1 5.8044396 5.8044 
2.5_Column-Worksurface 1 14.362 14.3620 
2.6_Retainer 1 0 0.0000 
2.7_Retainer 1 0.141491 0.1415 
2.8_Cap-Junction 1 0 0.0000 
2.9_Rail 8 0.076 0.6080 
2.10_Pad 2 0 0.0000 
2.11_Pad 4 0 0.0000 
2.12_Plate-Mounting 1 6.0548893 6.0549 
2.13_AssemblyDirection 1 0 0.0000 
2.14_Label-Patent 1 0 0.0000 
2.15_Label-Caution 1 0 0.0000 
2.16_Label-Warning 1 0 0.0000 
2.17_Label-Notice 1 0 0.0000 
2.18_Screw-Tapping 6 0 0.0000 
Packaging stretch foil, US 1 0.25 0.2500 
Packaging tension band/banding strip, 
US 1 0.35 0.3500 
Packaging cardboard, US 1 2 2.0000 
Linear drive system, SC (hours)       
Hand tool, pneumatic (hours)       
        






Total     37.4529 
1.1_Particleboard 1130 0.0293 33.1090 
1.2_Laminate 1130 0.00136 1.5368 
1.3_Sheet-Backup 1130 0.00146 1.6498 




1.5_Edge-Worksurface 97 0.007 0.6790 
1.6_Adhesive-HotMelt 0.0417 0 0.0000 
1.7_Adhesive_PressureSensitive 0.3688 0.5 0.1844 
1.8_Label-Patent 1 0 0.0000 
1.9_Label-Information 1   0 
1.9.1_Label-Blank 1 0 0.0000 
1.9.2_Ink 0.00035 0 0.0000 
1.10_AssemblyDirection 1 0 0.0000 
1.11_Adhesive-HotMelt 0.0417 0 0.0000 
1.12_Adhesive-PressureSensitive 0.3688 0.58 0.2139 
1.13_Label-Information 1   0 
1.13.1_Label-Blank 1 0 0.0000 
1.13.2_Ink 0.00014 0 0.0000 




A. BASE TABLE       





Total     64.4834 
3.1_Plate-Curved 1.0000 8.9609 8.9609 
3.2_Tube-Square 2.0000 6.9782 13.9563 
3.3_Glide 4.0000 4.6130 18.4520 
3.3_Leg-Tube 2.0000 4.6130 9.2260 
3.4_Cap-End 4.0000 0.1720 0.6880 
Packaging plastic bag, US 0.4100 0.4100 0.1681 
Packaging cardboard, US 3.6100 3.6100 13.0321 
Drilling steel, US (hours)       
Hand tool, electric, SC (hours)       
Welding, MIG SC (hours)       
        






Total     50.9923 
2.1_Column-Worksurface 1 8.871 8.8710 
2.2_Bracket-Mechanism 1   11.7433284 
2.2.1_Plate-Mounting 1 0.9776 0.9776 
2.2.2_Pin-Pivot 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.3_Cam 1 0.6493 0.6493 
2.2.4_Ball-Bearing 2 0 0.0000 
2.2.5_Spring-Compression 1 2.178493 2.1785 
2.2.6_Screw-Tapping 4 0 0.0000 
2.2.7_Guide 2 0.5745 1.1490 
2.2.8_Bearing 8 0.028638 0.2291 
2.2.9_Bracket 1 0.312 0.3120 




2.2.11_Nut-Acorn 3 0.114 0.3420 
2.2.12_Brake-Actuator 1   4.8615142 
2.2.12.1_Nut-Special 1   0 
2.2.12.1.1_Nut-Special 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.1.2_Nut-Special 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.2_Brake-Actuator 4 0.65106 2.6042 
2.2.12.3_Spring-Extension 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.4_Cap-Filler 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.5_Housing-Connector 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.6_Bearing-Thrust 2 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.7_Housing-Connector 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.8_Screw-Special 1 0.562292 0.5623 
2.2.12.9_Grommet 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.10_Plate-Mounting 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.11_Spring-Compression 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.12_Washer-Wave 2 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.13_Bushing 2 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.14_Plate-Mounting 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.15_Handle 1 0.214426 0.2144 
2.2.12.16_Brake-Actuator 1 0.283239 0.2832 
2.2.12.17_CablePackage 1 0.153 0.1530 
2.2.12.18_Washer-Special 1 0 0.0000 
2.2.12.19_Pin-Spring 1 0 1.0443 
2.2.13_Plate-Mounting 1 0.158963 0.1590 
2.2.14_Clip 2 0 0.0000 
2.2.15_Spacer 2 0 0.0000 
2.2.16_Screw-Tapping 4 0 0.0000 
2.2.17_Cable-Power 1 0.8853542 0.8854 
2.2.18_Label-Warning 1 0 0.0000 
2.3_Bearing 8   0.807128 
2.3.1_Ball-Bearing 1 0.039 0.0390 
2.3.2_Spacer 1 0 0.0000 
2.3.3_Screw-Special 1 0.061891 0.0619 
2.4_Plate-Mounting 1 5.8044396 5.8044 
2.5_Column-Worksurface 1 14.362 14.3620 
2.6_Retainer 1 0 0.0000 
2.7_Retainer 1 0.141491 0.1415 
2.8_Cap-Junction 1 0 0.0000 
2.9_Rail 8 0.076 0.6080 
2.10_Pad 2 0 0.0000 
2.11_Pad 4 0 0.0000 
2.12_Plate-Mounting 1 6.0548893 6.0549 
2.13_AssemblyDirection 1 0 0.0000 
2.14_Label-Patent 1 0 0.0000 
2.15_Label-Caution 1 0 0.0000 
2.16_Label-Warning 1 0 0.0000 
2.17_Label-Notice 1 0 0.0000 




Packaging stretch foil, US 1 0.25 0.2500 
Packaging tension band/banding strip, 
US 1 0.35 0.3500 
Packaging cardboard, US 1 2 2.0000 
Linear drive system, SC (hours)       
Hand tool, pneumatic (hours)       
        






Total     37.4529 
1.1_Particleboard 1130 0.0293 33.1090 
1.2_Laminate 1130 0.00136 1.5368 
1.3_Sheet-Backup 1130 0.00146 1.6498 
1.4_Edge-Worksurface 40 0.002 0.0800 
1.5_Edge-Worksurface 97 0.007 0.6790 
1.6_Adhesive-HotMelt 0.0417 0 0.0000 
1.7_Adhesive_PressureSensitive 0.3688 0.5 0.1844 
1.8_Label-Patent 1 0 0.0000 
1.9_Label-Information 1   0 
1.9.1_Label-Blank 1 0 0.0000 
1.9.2_Ink 0.00035 0 0.0000 
1.10_AssemblyDirection 1 0 0.0000 
1.11_Adhesive-HotMelt 0.0417 0 0.0000 
1.12_Adhesive-PressureSensitive 0.3688 0.58 0.2139 
1.13_Label-Information 1   0 
1.13.1_Label-Blank 1 0 0.0000 
1.13.2_Ink 0.00014 0 0.0000 































Total 1.0000   0.0000 
        








Total 1.0000   75.0000 
4.1_Nosing 2.0000 2.0000 4.0000 
Cherry 1 2 2.0000 
Particleboard, US 1.0000 73.0800 70.0000 
Cherry 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        




        
        
        
        
        
        






Total 1.0000   59.2500 
15.1_Headset Drawer 1   6.2500 
Particleboard, US 1.0000 6.0000 6.0000 
Cherry 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
15.2_FileBack 1   6.2500 
Particleboard, US 1.0000 6.0000 6.0000 
Cherry 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500 
        
15.3_Base Wood 1   1.7500 
Particleboard, US 1.0000 1.5000 1.5000 
Cherry 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500 
        
15.4_Support WKSF,End 1   14.2500 
Particleboard, US 1.0000 14.0000 14.0000 
Cherry 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        




15.5_Panel Knee 1   15.7500 
Particleboard, US 1.0000 15.5000 15.5000 
Cherry 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        




15.26_Drawer File 2   15.0000 
        
        
        
        
        
        
15.26.4_Purchased Plywood 
Drawer 1.0000 0.0000 7.5000 
PNW Softwood Plywood 1.0000 7.5000 7.5000 
        
        
        
        
        
        






Total 1.0000   62.5000 
17.1_Headset Drawer 1   5.7500 
Particleboard, US 1.0000 5.5000 5.5000 
Cherry 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
17.2_FileBack 1   6.2500 
Particleboard, US 1.0000 6.0000 6.0000 
Cherry 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
17.3_Base Wood 1   1.7500 




Cherry 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
17.4_Support WKSF,End 1   14.5000 
Particleboard, US 1.0000 14.0000 14.0000 
Cherry 1.0000 0.5000 0.5000 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
17.5_Panel Knee 1   16.0000 
Particleboard, US 1.0000 15.5000 15.5000 
Cherry 1.0000 0.5000 0.5000 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        




        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
17.27_Drawer Box 2   11.0000 
        
        
        
        
        
        
17.27.4_Purchased Plywood 
Drawer 1.0000   5.5000 
PNW Softwood Plywood 1.0000 5.5000 5.5000 
17.28_Drawer File 1   7.2500 
        
        
        
        
        
        
17.28.4_Purchased Plywood 
Drawer 1.0000 0.0000 7.2500 














Total 1.0000   0.0000 
        








Total 1.0000   75.0000 
4.1_Nosing 2.0000 2.0000 4.0000 
Cherry Wood (final) 1 2 2.0000 
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 73.0800 70.0000 
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        




        
        
        
        
        
        






Total 1.0000   74.7500 
15.1_Headset Drawer 1   6.2500 
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 6.0000 6.0000 
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
15.2_FileBack 1   6.2500 
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 6.0000 6.0000 
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500 
        
15.3_Base Wood 1   1.7500 
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 1.5000 1.5000 
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500 
        
15.4_Support WKSF,End 1   14.2500 
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 14.0000 14.0000 
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        




15.5_Panel Knee 1   15.7500 
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 15.5000 15.5000 
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
15.6_Angle 2   2.5000 
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF 
Route 1.0000 1.2500 1.2500 
15.7_Angle 2   1.0000 
IISI, Hot-dip Galvanized Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.5000 0.5000 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
15.24_Slide 2   6.0000 
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF 




15.25_Slide 2   6.0000 
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF 
Route 1.0000 3.0000 3.0000 
15.26_Drawer File 2   15.0000 
        
        
        
        
        
        
15.26.4_Purchased Plywood Drawer 1.0000 0.0000 7.5000 
PNW Softwood Plywood 1.0000 7.5000 7.5000 
        
        
        
        
        
        






Total 1.0000   76.0000 
17.1_Headset Drawer 1   5.7500 
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 5.5000 5.5000 
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
17.2_FileBack 1   6.2500 
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 6.0000 6.0000 
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500 
        
        
        
        
        
        




17.3_Base Wood 1   1.7500 
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 1.5000 1.5000 
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
17.4_Support WKSF,End 1   14.5000 
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 14.0000 14.0000 
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.5000 0.5000 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
17.5_Panel Knee 1   16.0000 
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 15.5000 15.5000 
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.5000 0.5000 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
17.6_Angle 2   2.5000 
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF 
Route 1.0000 1.2500 1.2500 
17.7_Angle 2   1.0000 




        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
17.24_Slide 1   3.0000 
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF 
Route 1.0000 3.0000 3.0000 
17.25_Slide 1   3.0000 
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF 
Route 1.0000 3.0000 3.0000 
17.26_Guide Drawer Track 4   4.0000 
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF 
Route 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
17.27_Drawer Box 2   11.0000 
        
        
        
        
        
        
17.27.4_Purchased Plywood Drawer 1.0000   5.5000 
PNW Softwood Plywood 1.0000 5.5000 5.5000 
17.28_Drawer File 1   7.2500 
        
        
        
        
        
        
17.28.4_Purchased Plywood Drawer 1.0000 0.0000 7.2500 






1_PANEL BACK       





Total 1.0000   0.0000
        
4_WORKSURFACE RECTANGULAR     





Total 1.0000   80.2400
4.1_Nosing 2.0000 2.1200 4.2400
Cherry Wood (final) 1 2.12 2.1200
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 73.0800 73.0800
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.8800 0.8800
Ethylene 1.0000 0.4300 0.4300
Backer Laminate 1.0000 1.6100 1.6100
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
10_ANGLE       





Total 1.0000   1.2850
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.2850 1.2850
        
11_SCREW TAPPING       





Total 10.0000   0.0000
        
12_SCREW TAPPING       





Total 12.0000   0.0000
        
13_CLEAT ATTACHMENT       





Total 2.0000   0.8833
Poplar I, US 1.0000 0.4417 0.4417
        
14_PIN DOWEL       





Total 10.0000   1.0000
Red oak I, US 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
        






Total 1.0000   84.1799
15.1_Headset Drawer 1   6.1300
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 5.8400 5.8400
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.2300 0.2300
Ethylene 1.0000 0.0600 0.0600
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
15.2_FileBack 1   6.2700
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 5.9700 5.9700
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.2400 0.2400
Ethylene 1.0000 0.0600 0.0600
15.3_Base Wood 1   1.6000
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 1.5300 1.5300
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.0600 0.0600
Ethylene 1.0000 0.0100 0.0100
15.4_Support WKSF,End 1   14.9500
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 14.2500 14.2500
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.5600 0.5600
Ethylene 1.0000 0.1400 0.1400
        
        
        
        
        
        




        
        
        
15.5_Panel Knee 1   16.2900
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 15.5300 15.5300
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.6100 0.6100
Ethylene 1.0000 0.1500 0.1500
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
15.6_Angle 2   2.5160
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.2580 1.2580
15.7_Angle 2   0.9000
IISI, Hot-dip Galvanized Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.4500 0.4500
15.8_Lock Catch 2   0.0000
15.9_Stretcher Rail 1   1.0000
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
15.10_Bracket 4   1.5280
IISI, Engineering Steel, EAF Route 1.0000 0.3820 0.3820
15.11_Hardware Package 2   0.3040
15.11.1_Handle 1.0000 0.1520 0.1520
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.1520 0.1520
15.11.2_Screw Machine 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000
15.12_Glide 4   0.0000
15.13_Cover Lock 1   0.0000
15.14_Bumper 4   0.2000
Polyurethane Rigid Foam 1.0000 0.0500 0.0500
15.15_Screw Tapping 8   0.0000
15.16_File Hanger 4   0.1800
PVC Pipe Extrusion 1.0000 0.0450 0.0450
15.17_Screw Tapping 2   0.0000
15.18_Screw Tapping 16   1.6000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
15.19_Screw Tapping 60   0.6000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.0100 0.0100
15.20_Lock Housing 1   0.0000
15.21_Lock Plug 1   0.0000
15.22_FileHanger 4   0.0000
15.23_Lock Bar 1   0.4859
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.4859 0.4859




IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 2.9800 2.9800
15.25_Slide 2   5.9600
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 2.9800 2.9800
15.26_Drawer File 2   16.8860
15.26.1_Guide Drawer Track 1.0000 0.0000 0.2100
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
15.26.2_Guide Drawer Track 1.0000 0.0000 0.2100
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
15.26.3_Screw Tapping 8.0000 0.0000 0.8000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
15.26.4_Purchased Plywood Drawer 1.0000 0.0000 7.2230
PNW Softwood Plywood 1.0000 7.2230 7.2230
15.27_Pin Dowel 4   0.4000
Red oak I, US 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
15.28_Hardware Package 1   0.4200
15.28.1_Rail 2 0 0.4200 
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.4970 0.4970
        






Total 1.0000   90.1659
17.1_Headset Drawer 1   6.1300
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 5.8400 5.8400
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.2300 0.2300
Ethylene 1.0000 0.0600 0.0600
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
17.2_FileBack 1   6.2700
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 5.9700 5.9700
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.2400 0.2400
Ethylene 1.0000 0.0600 0.0600
        
        
        
        
        




17.3_Base Wood 1   1.6000
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 1.5300 1.5300
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.0600 0.0600
Ethylene 1.0000 0.0100 0.0100
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
17.4_Support WKSF,End 1   14.9500
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 14.2500 14.2500
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.5600 0.5600
Ethylene 1.0000 0.1400 0.1400
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
17.5_Panel Knee 1   16.2900
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 15.5300 15.5300
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.6100 0.6100
Ethylene 1.0000 0.1500 0.1500
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
17.6_Angle 2   2.5160
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.2580 1.2580
17.7_Angle 2   0.9000
IISI, Hot-dip Galvanized Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.4500 0.4500




17.9_Stretcher Rail 1   0.9930
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.9930 0.9930
17.10_Hardware Package 3   0.1520
17.10.1_Handle 1.0000 0.0000 0.1520
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.1520 0.1520
17.10.2_Screw Machine 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000
17.11_Bracket 4   1.5280
IISI, Engineering Steel, EAF Route 1.0000 0.3820 0.3820
17.12_Glide 4   0.0000
17.13_Screw Tapping 60   0.6000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.0100 0.0100
17.14_Cover Lock 1   0.0000
17.15_Bumper 6   0.3000
Polyurethane Rigid Foam 1.0000 0.0500 0.0500
17.16_Screw Tapping 2   0.0000
17.17_File Hanger 2   0.0000
17.18_Screw Tapping 12   0.0000
17.19_Screw Tapping 20   2.0000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
17.20_Lock Housing 1   0.0000
17.21_Lock Plug 1   0.0000
17.22_File Hanger 2   0.0000
17.23_Lock Bar 1   0.4859
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.4859 0.4859
17.24_Slide 1   2.9800
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 2.9800 2.9800
17.25_Slide 1   2.9800
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 2.9800 2.9800
17.26_Guide Drawer Track 4   4.7600
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.1900 1.1900
17.27_Drawer Box 2   13.7440
17.27.1_Guide Drawer Track 1.0000 0.0000 0.2100
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
17.27.2_Guide Drawer Track 1.0000 0.0000 0.2100
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
17.27.3_Screw Tapping 8.0000 0.0000 0.8000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
17.27.4_Purchased Plywood Drawer 1.0000 0.0000 5.6520
PNW Softwood Plywood 1.0000 5.6520 5.6520
17.28_Drawer File 1   8.4430
17.28.1_Guide Drawer Track 1.0000 0.0000 0.2100
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
17.28.2_Guide Drawer Track 1.0000 0.0000 0.2100
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
17.28.3_Screw Tapping 8.0000 0.0000 0.8000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
17.28.4_Purchased Plywood Drawer 1.0000 0.0000 7.2230




17.29_Pin Dowel 4   0.4000
Red oak I, US 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
17.30_Hardware Package 1   1.3440
17.30.1_Tray 1 0 0.5300
Polystyrene (high impact) (HIPS) 1.0000 0.5300 0.5300
17.30.2_Support Accessory 3 0 0.0000
17.30.3_Rail 1 0 0.5000
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.5000 0.5000
17.30.4_Divider Drawer 2 0 0.3140
Red oak I, US 1.0000 0.1570 0.1570
17.31_Screw Metric 8   0.8000






1_PANEL BACK       





Total 1.0000   0.0000
        
4_WORKSURFACE RECTANGULAR     





Total 1.0000   80.2400
4.1_Nosing 2.0000 2.1200 4.2400
Cherry Wood (final) 1 2.12 2.1200
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 73.0800 73.0800
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.8800 0.8800
Ethylene 1.0000 0.4300 0.4300
Backer Laminate 1.0000 1.6100 1.6100
Finishing (finishing line), SC     754.560
CNC router (wood), SC     666.684
CNC router (wood), SC     572.796
Hot-laminating press (wood), SC     546.192
Finishing (finishing line), SC     235.800
CNC router (wood), SC     178.596
Finishing (finishing line), SC     107.964
Hand tool, electric     75.600
Single edge bander, SC     72.360
Finishing (finishing line), SC     46.368
Splicer, SC     40.860
Hot-laminating press (wood), SC     29.520
Tenoner, SC     0.036
        
10_ANGLE       





Total 1.0000   1.2850
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.2850 1.2850
        
11_SCREW TAPPING       





Total 10.0000   0.0000
        
12_SCREW TAPPING       





Total 12.0000   0.0000
        
13_CLEAT ATTACHMENT       





Total 2.0000   0.8833
Poplar I, US 1.0000 0.4417 0.4417
        
14_PIN DOWEL       





Total 10.0000   1.0000
Red oak I, US 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
        






Total 1.0000   84.1799
15.1_Headset Drawer 1   6.1300
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 5.8400 5.8400
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.2300 0.2300
Ethylene 1.0000 0.0600 0.0600
Hand tool, electric     394.056
CNC router (wood), SC     270.216
Sanding, SC     252.000
Tenoner, SC     168.768
Tenoner, SC     93.780
Tenoner, SC     71.316
Table saw, SC     28.800
Table saw, SC     28.800
Hot-laminating press (wood), SC     15.120
Finishing (finishing line), SC     9.252
Splicer, SC     7.920
Tenoner, SC     0.036
15.2_FileBack 1   6.2700
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 5.9700 5.9700




Ethylene 1.0000 0.0600 0.0600
15.3_Base Wood 1   1.6000
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 1.5300 1.5300
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.0600 0.0600
Ethylene 1.0000 0.0100 0.0100
15.4_Support WKSF,End 1   14.9500
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 14.2500 14.2500
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.5600 0.5600
Ethylene 1.0000 0.1400 0.1400
Hand tool, electric     288.0000
CNC router (wood), SC     267.3000
Sanding, SC     252.0000
Dowel inserter, SC     82.0080
CNC router (wood), SC     42.984
Cut and edgeband, SC     24.2280
Finishing (finishing line), SC     18.5400
Splicer, SC     17.2800
Hot-laminating press (wood), SC     15.1200
Tenoner, SC     0.036
15.5_Panel Knee 1   16.2900
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 15.5300 15.5300
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.6100 0.6100
Ethylene 1.0000 0.1500 0.1500
Hand tool, electric     288.0000
CNC router (wood), SC     267.3000
Sanding, SC     252.0000
Dowel inserter, SC     72.0000
CNC router (wood), SC     39.24
Cut and edgeband, SC     24.2280
Finishing (finishing line), SC     18.5400
Splicer, SC     17.2800
Hot-laminating press (wood), SC     15.1200
Tenoner, SC     0.036
15.6_Angle 2   2.5160
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.2580 1.2580
15.7_Angle 2   0.9000
IISI, Hot-dip Galvanized Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.4500 0.4500
15.8_Lock Catch 2   0.0000
15.9_Stretcher Rail 1   1.0000
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
15.10_Bracket 4   1.5280
IISI, Engineering Steel, EAF Route 1.0000 0.3820 0.3820
15.11_Hardware Package 2   0.3040
15.11.1_Handle 1.0000 0.1520 0.1520
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.1520 0.1520
15.11.2_Screw Machine 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000
15.12_Glide 4   0.0000




15.14_Bumper 4   0.2000
Polyurethane Rigid Foam 1.0000 0.0500 0.0500
15.15_Screw Tapping 8   0.0000
15.16_File Hanger 4   0.1800
PVC Pipe Extrusion 1.0000 0.0450 0.0450
15.17_Screw Tapping 2   0.0000
15.18_Screw Tapping 16   1.6000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
15.19_Screw Tapping 60   0.6000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.0100 0.0100
15.20_Lock Housing 1   0.0000
15.21_Lock Plug 1   0.0000
15.22_FileHanger 4   0.0000
15.23_Lock Bar 1   0.4859
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.4859 0.4859
15.24_Slide 2   5.9600
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 2.9800 2.9800
15.25_Slide 2   5.9600
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 2.9800 2.9800
15.26_Drawer File 2   16.8860
15.26.1_Guide Drawer Track 1.0000 0.0000 0.2100
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
15.26.2_Guide Drawer Track 1.0000 0.0000 0.2100
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
15.26.3_Screw Tapping 8.0000 0.0000 0.8000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
15.26.4_Purchased Plywood Drawer 1.0000 0.0000 7.2230
PNW Softwood Plywood 1.0000 7.2230 7.2230
15.27_Pin Dowel 4   0.4000
Red oak I, US 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
15.28_Hardware Package 1   0.4200
15.28.1_Rail 2 0 0.4200 
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.4970 0.4970
        






Total 1.0000   90.1659
17.1_Headset Drawer 1   6.1300
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 5.8400 5.8400
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.2300 0.2300
Ethylene 1.0000 0.0600 0.0600
Hand tool, electric     394.0560
CNC router (wood), SC     270.2160
Sanding, SC     252.0000
Tenoner, SC     243.7200
Tenoner, SC     93.78




Table saw, SC     28.8000
Table saw, SC     28.8000
Hot-laminating press (wood), SC     15.1200
Finishing (finishing line), SC     9.252
Splicer, SC     7.9200
Tenoner, SC     0.0360
17.2_FileBack 1   6.2700
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 5.9700 5.9700
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.2400 0.2400
Ethylene 1.0000 0.0600 0.0600
Sanding, SC     252.0000
Hand tool, electric     160.5600
Cut and edgeband, SC     24.2280
Hot-laminating press (wood), SC     15.1200
Finishing (finishing line), SC     9.252
Splicer, SC     7.6680
17.3_Base Wood 1   1.6000
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 1.5300 1.5300
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.0600 0.0600
Ethylene 1.0000 0.0100 0.0100
Hand tool, electric     288.0000
Table saw, SC     57.6000
Dowel inserter, SC     47.1600
Table saw, SC     36.3600
Table saw, SC     28.8
Tenoner, SC     23.6160
Hot-laminating press (wood), SC     15.1200
Finishing (finishing line), SC     9.2520
Sanding, SC     9.0000
Splicer, SC     4.176
Tenoner, SC     0.036
17.4_Support WKSF,End 1   14.9500
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 14.2500 14.2500
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.5600 0.5600
Ethylene 1.0000 0.1400 0.1400
Hand tool, electric     288.0000
CNC router (wood), SC     267.3000
Sanding, SC     252.0000
Dowel inserter, SC     82.0080
CNC router (wood), SC     42.984
Cut and edgeband, SC     24.2280
Finishing (finishing line), SC     18.5400
Splicer, SC     17.2800
Hot-laminating press (wood), SC     15.1200
Tenoner, SC     0.036
17.5_Panel Knee 1   16.2900
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 15.5300 15.5300




Ethylene 1.0000 0.1500 0.1500
Hand tool, electric     288.0000
CNC router (wood), SC     267.3000
Sanding, SC     252.0000
Dowel inserter, SC     72.0000
CNC router (wood), SC     39.24
Cut and edgeband, SC     24.2280
Finishing (finishing line), SC     18.5400
Splicer, SC     17.2800
Hot-laminating press (wood), SC     15.1200
Tenoner, SC     0.036
17.6_Angle 2   2.5160
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.2580 1.2580
17.7_Angle 2   0.9000
IISI, Hot-dip Galvanized Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.4500 0.4500
17.8_Lock Catch 3   0.0000
17.9_Stretcher Rail 1   0.9930
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.9930 0.9930
17.10_Hardware Package 3   0.1520
17.10.1_Handle 1.0000 0.0000 0.1520
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.1520 0.1520
17.10.2_Screw Machine 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000
17.11_Bracket 4   1.5280
IISI, Engineering Steel, EAF Route 1.0000 0.3820 0.3820
17.12_Glide 4   0.0000
17.13_Screw Tapping 60   0.6000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.0100 0.0100
17.14_Cover Lock 1   0.0000
17.15_Bumper 6   0.3000
Polyurethane Rigid Foam 1.0000 0.0500 0.0500
17.16_Screw Tapping 2   0.0000
17.17_File Hanger 2   0.0000
17.18_Screw Tapping 12   0.0000
17.19_Screw Tapping 20   2.0000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
17.20_Lock Housing 1   0.0000
17.21_Lock Plug 1   0.0000
17.22_File Hanger 2   0.0000
17.23_Lock Bar 1   0.4859
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.4859 0.4859
17.24_Slide 1   2.9800
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 2.9800 2.9800
17.25_Slide 1   2.9800
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 2.9800 2.9800
17.26_Guide Drawer Track 4   4.7600
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.1900 1.1900
17.27_Drawer Box 2   13.7440




IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
17.27.2_Guide Drawer Track 1.0000 0.0000 0.2100
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
17.27.3_Screw Tapping 8.0000 0.0000 0.8000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
17.27.4_Purchased Plywood Drawer 1.0000 0.0000 5.6520
PNW Softwood Plywood 1.0000 5.6520 5.6520
17.28_Drawer File 1   8.4430
17.28.1_Guide Drawer Track 1.0000 0.0000 0.2100
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
17.28.2_Guide Drawer Track 1.0000 0.0000 0.2100
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
17.28.3_Screw Tapping 8.0000 0.0000 0.8000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
17.28.4_Purchased Plywood Drawer 1.0000 0.0000 7.2230
PNW Softwood Plywood 1.0000 7.2230 7.2230
17.29_Pin Dowel 4   0.4000
Red oak I, US 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
17.30_Hardware Package 1   1.3440
17.30.1_Tray 1 0 0.5300
Polystyrene (high impact) (HIPS) 1.0000 0.5300 0.5300
17.30.2_Support Accessory 3 0 0.0000
17.30.3_Rail 1 0 0.5000
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.5000 0.5000
17.30.4_Divider Drawer 2 0 0.3140
Red oak I, US 1.0000 0.1570 0.1570
17.31_Screw Metric 8   0.8000
IISI, Engineering Steel, EAF Route 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
        
19_BOOKLET       





Total 1.0000   0.0000
        
20_GROMMET LOCATION       





Total 1.0000   0.0000
20.1_CablePackage 1.0000   0.0000
20.1.1_CablePackage 1   0.0000
20.1.2_Wireway 2   0.0000
        
21_GROMMET LOCATION       





Total 0.0000   0.0000
21.1_CablePackage 1.0000   0.0000
21.1.1_CablePackage 1   0.0000




        
PACKAGING WOOD, US       





Total   12.8900 12.8900
        
PACKAGING CARDBOARD, US       





Total   3.6560 3.6560
        
PACKAGING HONEYCOMB, US       





Total   3.8400 3.8400
        
PACKAGING PAPER, US       





Total   0.9960 0.9960
        
PACKAGING STRETCH FOIL, US       











1_PANEL BACK       





Total 1.0000   0.0000
        
4_WORKSURFACE RECTANGULAR     





Total 1.0000   80.2400
4.1_Nosing 2.0000 2.1200 4.2400
Cherry Wood (final) 1 2.12 2.1200
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 73.0800 73.0800
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.8800 0.8800
Ethylene 1.0000 0.4300 0.4300
Backer Laminate 1.0000 1.6100 1.6100
Finishing (finishing line), SC     754.560
CNC router (wood), SC     666.684
CNC router (wood), SC     572.796




Finishing (finishing line), SC     235.800
CNC router (wood), SC     178.596
Finishing (finishing line), SC     107.964
Hand tool, electric     75.600
Single edge bander, SC     72.360
Finishing (finishing line), SC     46.368
Splicer, SC     40.860
Hot-laminating press (wood), SC     29.520
Tenoner, SC     0.036
        
10_ANGLE       





Total 1.0000   1.2850
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.2850 1.2850
        
11_SCREW TAPPING       





Total 10.0000   0.0000
        
12_SCREW TAPPING       





Total 12.0000   0.0000
        
13_CLEAT ATTACHMENT       





Total 2.0000   0.8833
Poplar I, US 1.0000 0.4417 0.4417
        
14_PIN DOWEL       





Total 10.0000   1.0000
Red oak I, US 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
        






Total 1.0000   84.1799
15.1_Headset Drawer 1   6.1300
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 5.8400 5.8400
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.2300 0.2300
Ethylene 1.0000 0.0600 0.0600
Hand tool, electric     394.056
CNC router (wood), SC     270.216




Tenoner, SC     168.768
Tenoner, SC     93.780
Tenoner, SC     71.316
Table saw, SC     28.800
Table saw, SC     28.800
Hot-laminating press (wood), SC     15.120
Finishing (finishing line), SC     9.252
Splicer, SC     7.920
Tenoner, SC     0.036
15.2_FileBack 1   6.2700
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 5.9700 5.9700
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.2400 0.2400
Ethylene 1.0000 0.0600 0.0600
15.3_Base Wood 1   1.6000
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 1.5300 1.5300
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.0600 0.0600
Ethylene 1.0000 0.0100 0.0100
15.4_Support WKSF,End 1   14.9500
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 14.2500 14.2500
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.5600 0.5600
Ethylene 1.0000 0.1400 0.1400
Hand tool, electric     288.0000
CNC router (wood), SC     267.3000
Sanding, SC     252.0000
Dowel inserter, SC     82.0080
CNC router (wood), SC     42.984
Cut and edgeband, SC     24.2280
Finishing (finishing line), SC     18.5400
Splicer, SC     17.2800
Hot-laminating press (wood), SC     15.1200
Tenoner, SC     0.036
15.5_Panel Knee 1   16.2900
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 15.5300 15.5300
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.6100 0.6100
Ethylene 1.0000 0.1500 0.1500
Hand tool, electric     288.0000
CNC router (wood), SC     267.3000
Sanding, SC     252.0000
Dowel inserter, SC     72.0000
CNC router (wood), SC     39.24
Cut and edgeband, SC     24.2280
Finishing (finishing line), SC     18.5400
Splicer, SC     17.2800
Hot-laminating press (wood), SC     15.1200
Tenoner, SC     0.036
15.6_Angle 2   2.5160
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.2580 1.2580




IISI, Hot-dip Galvanized Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.4500 0.4500
15.8_Lock Catch 2   0.0000
15.9_Stretcher Rail 1   1.0000
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
15.10_Bracket 4   1.5280
IISI, Engineering Steel, EAF Route 1.0000 0.3820 0.3820
15.11_Hardware Package 2   0.3040
15.11.1_Handle 1.0000 0.1520 0.1520
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.1520 0.1520
15.11.2_Screw Machine 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000
15.12_Glide 4   0.0000
15.13_Cover Lock 1   0.0000
15.14_Bumper 4   0.2000
Polyurethane Rigid Foam 1.0000 0.0500 0.0500
15.15_Screw Tapping 8   0.0000
15.16_File Hanger 4   0.1800
PVC Pipe Extrusion 1.0000 0.0450 0.0450
15.17_Screw Tapping 2   0.0000
15.18_Screw Tapping 16   1.6000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
15.19_Screw Tapping 60   0.6000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.0100 0.0100
15.20_Lock Housing 1   0.0000
15.21_Lock Plug 1   0.0000
15.22_FileHanger 4   0.0000
15.23_Lock Bar 1   0.4859
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.4859 0.4859
15.24_Slide 2   5.9600
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 2.9800 2.9800
15.25_Slide 2   5.9600
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 2.9800 2.9800
15.26_Drawer File 2   16.8860
15.26.1_Guide Drawer Track 1.0000 0.0000 0.2100
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
15.26.2_Guide Drawer Track 1.0000 0.0000 0.2100
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
15.26.3_Screw Tapping 8.0000 0.0000 0.8000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
15.26.4_Purchased Plywood Drawer 1.0000 0.0000 7.2230
PNW Softwood Plywood 1.0000 7.2230 7.2230
15.27_Pin Dowel 4   0.4000
Red oak I, US 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
15.28_Hardware Package 1   0.4200
15.28.1_Rail 2 0 0.4200 
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.4970 0.4970
        
17_FILE PEDASTEL       





Total 1.0000   90.1659
17.1_Headset Drawer 1   6.1300
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 5.8400 5.8400
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.2300 0.2300
Ethylene 1.0000 0.0600 0.0600
Hand tool, electric     394.0560
CNC router (wood), SC     270.2160
Sanding, SC     252.0000
Tenoner, SC     243.7200
Tenoner, SC     93.78
Tenoner, SC     71.3160
Table saw, SC     28.8000
Table saw, SC     28.8000
Hot-laminating press (wood), SC     15.1200
Finishing (finishing line), SC     9.252
Splicer, SC     7.9200
Tenoner, SC     0.0360
17.2_FileBack 1   6.2700
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 5.9700 5.9700
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.2400 0.2400
Ethylene 1.0000 0.0600 0.0600
Sanding, SC     252.0000
Hand tool, electric     160.5600
Cut and edgeband, SC     24.2280
Hot-laminating press (wood), SC     15.1200
Finishing (finishing line), SC     9.252
Splicer, SC     7.6680
17.3_Base Wood 1   1.6000
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 1.5300 1.5300
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.0600 0.0600
Ethylene 1.0000 0.0100 0.0100
Hand tool, electric     288.0000
Table saw, SC     57.6000
Dowel inserter, SC     47.1600
Table saw, SC     36.3600
Table saw, SC     28.8
Tenoner, SC     23.6160
Hot-laminating press (wood), SC     15.1200
Finishing (finishing line), SC     9.2520
Sanding, SC     9.0000
Splicer, SC     4.176
Tenoner, SC     0.036
17.4_Support WKSF,End 1   14.9500
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 14.2500 14.2500
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.5600 0.5600
Ethylene 1.0000 0.1400 0.1400




CNC router (wood), SC     267.3000
Sanding, SC     252.0000
Dowel inserter, SC     82.0080
CNC router (wood), SC     42.984
Cut and edgeband, SC     24.2280
Finishing (finishing line), SC     18.5400
Splicer, SC     17.2800
Hot-laminating press (wood), SC     15.1200
Tenoner, SC     0.036
17.5_Panel Knee 1   16.2900
Particleboard to Grand Rapids 1.0000 15.5300 15.5300
Cherry Veneer (final) 1.0000 0.6100 0.6100
Ethylene 1.0000 0.1500 0.1500
Hand tool, electric     288.0000
CNC router (wood), SC     267.3000
Sanding, SC     252.0000
Dowel inserter, SC     72.0000
CNC router (wood), SC     39.24
Cut and edgeband, SC     24.2280
Finishing (finishing line), SC     18.5400
Splicer, SC     17.2800
Hot-laminating press (wood), SC     15.1200
Tenoner, SC     0.036
17.6_Angle 2   2.5160
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.2580 1.2580
17.7_Angle 2   0.9000
IISI, Hot-dip Galvanized Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.4500 0.4500
17.8_Lock Catch 3   0.0000
17.9_Stretcher Rail 1   0.9930
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.9930 0.9930
17.10_Hardware Package 3   0.1520
17.10.1_Handle 1.0000 0.0000 0.1520
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.1520 0.1520
17.10.2_Screw Machine 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000
17.11_Bracket 4   1.5280
IISI, Engineering Steel, EAF Route 1.0000 0.3820 0.3820
17.12_Glide 4   0.0000
17.13_Screw Tapping 60   0.6000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.0100 0.0100
17.14_Cover Lock 1   0.0000
17.15_Bumper 6   0.3000
Polyurethane Rigid Foam 1.0000 0.0500 0.0500
17.16_Screw Tapping 2   0.0000
17.17_File Hanger 2   0.0000
17.18_Screw Tapping 12   0.0000
17.19_Screw Tapping 20   2.0000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000




17.21_Lock Plug 1   0.0000
17.22_File Hanger 2   0.0000
17.23_Lock Bar 1   0.4859
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.4859 0.4859
17.24_Slide 1   2.9800
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 2.9800 2.9800
17.25_Slide 1   2.9800
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 2.9800 2.9800
17.26_Guide Drawer Track 4   4.7600
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.1900 1.1900
17.27_Drawer Box 2   13.7440
17.27.1_Guide Drawer Track 1.0000 0.0000 0.2100
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
17.27.2_Guide Drawer Track 1.0000 0.0000 0.2100
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
17.27.3_Screw Tapping 8.0000 0.0000 0.8000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
17.27.4_Purchased Plywood Drawer 1.0000 0.0000 5.6520
PNW Softwood Plywood 1.0000 5.6520 5.6520
17.28_Drawer File 1   8.4430
17.28.1_Guide Drawer Track 1.0000 0.0000 0.2100
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
17.28.2_Guide Drawer Track 1.0000 0.0000 0.2100
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
17.28.3_Screw Tapping 8.0000 0.0000 0.8000
Screw, self-tapping 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
17.28.4_Purchased Plywood Drawer 1.0000 0.0000 7.2230
PNW Softwood Plywood 1.0000 7.2230 7.2230
17.29_Pin Dowel 4   0.4000
Red oak I, US 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
17.30_Hardware Package 1   1.3440
17.30.1_Tray 1 0 0.5300
Polystyrene (high impact) (HIPS) 1.0000 0.5300 0.5300
17.30.2_Support Accessory 3 0 0.0000
17.30.3_Rail 1 0 0.5000
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.5000 0.5000
17.30.4_Divider Drawer 2 0 0.3140
Red oak I, US 1.0000 0.1570 0.1570
17.31_Screw Metric 8   0.8000
IISI, Engineering Steel, EAF Route 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
        
19_BOOKLET       





Total 1.0000   0.0000
        
20_GROMMET LOCATION       





Total 1.0000   0.0000
20.1_CablePackage 1.0000   0.0000
20.1.1_CablePackage 1   0.0000
20.1.2_Wireway 2   0.0000
        
21_GROMMET LOCATION       





Total 0.0000   0.0000
21.1_CablePackage 1.0000   0.0000
21.1.1_CablePackage 1   0.0000
21.1.2_Wireway 2   0.0000
        
PACKAGING WOOD, US       





Total   12.8900 12.8900
        
PACKAGING CARDBOARD, US       





Total   3.6560 3.6560
        
PACKAGING HONEYCOMB, US       





Total   3.8400 3.8400
        
PACKAGING PAPER, US       





Total   0.9960 0.9960
        
PACKAGING STRETCH FOIL, US       





Total   0.8570 0.8570
TRAILER DIESEL FAL, US       





Total   0.0000 0.0000
Trailer Diesel FAL, US      38.0600
Trailer Diesel FAL, US      8.4300
Trailer Diesel FAL, US      2.8300
Trailer Diesel FAL, US      5.7500
Trailer Diesel FAL, US      1.3100
Trailer Diesel FAL, US      1.1500
Trailer Diesel FAL, US      6.1400






1_BASE_CASTERS_CYL       
Sub-Assemblies Units 
Unit Weight 
(lbs) Total Weight 
Total 1.0000   10.0000
1.1_Casters hard (Chrome) 1   2.5000
1.1.1_Body 20mm Neck 5.0000   1.2500
Zinc I, US 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500
        
1.1.2_CasterWheels 5.0000   1.2500
Nylon 6 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500
        
        
        
        
1.2_Base Polished 1   5.0000
Aluminum 80% rec. B250 * 1.0000 5.0000 5.0000
1.3_Pneumatic Cylinder 1   2.5000
Steel 23% recycled B 1.0000 2.5000 2.5000
        
        
        
        
        
2_CHAIR CONTROL ARM STRAPS       
Sub-Assemblies Units 
Unit Weight 
(lbs) Total Weight 
Total 1.0000   6.0000
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        




        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
2.2 StrapAssembly Front Type 1 1   1.5000
2.2.1_ArmStrap Front 1.0000   1.5000
Steel 23% recycled B 1.0000 1.5000 1.5000
        
        
        
        
        
2.3_Rear Arm Strap Weldment 1   1.5000
        
        
        
2.3.2_ArmStrapAssembly Type2 1.0000   1.5000
        
        
        
2.3.2.4_Strap Arm Type2 1.0000   1.5000
Steel 23% recycled B 1.0000 1.5000 1.5000
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
3.2_SupportAssembly Upright 1   3.0000
3.2.1_Support Upright 1.0000   3.0000
Steel 23% recycled B 1.0000 3.0000 3.0000




        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
4_SEAT       
Sub-Assemblies Units 
Unit Weight 
(lbs) Total Weight 
Total 1.0000   7.0000
4.1_Shell InnerSeat 1   3.0000
        
PP injection moulded A 1.0000 3.0100 3.0000
4.2_Shell OuterSeat 1   1.0000
PP injection moulded A 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
        
        
        
4.5_Foam Molded Seat 1   2.0000
PUR flex. Block foam I 1.0000 2.0000 2.0000
4.6_Upholstery Seat 1   1.0000
Leather I, SC 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000




5_ARMS       
Sub-Assemblies Units 
Unit Weight 
(lbs) Total Weight 
Total 1.0000   6.0000
5.1_Tarm LH Polished 1   3.0000
Aluminum 80% rec. B250 * 1.0000 3.0000 3.0000
5.2_Tarm RH Polished 1   3.0000
Aluminum 80% rec. B250 * 1.0000 3.0000 3.0000
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
6_BACK MECHANISM       
Sub-Assemblies Units 
Unit Weight 
(lbs) Total Weight 
Total 1.0000   9.0000
6.1_BackAssembly High 1   7.5000
6.1.1_BackMechanism High 1.0000 0.0000 2.0000
        
        
        
        
6.1.1.3_Tube CrossStretcher 1.0000 0.0000 2.0000
Steel 23% recycled B 1.0000 2.0000 2.0000
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
6.1.2_Weldment Link Inner 1.0000 0.0000 3.0000
6.1.2.1_Link Inner RH 1.0000 0.0000 1.5000
Steel 23% recycled B 1.0000 1.5000 1.5000
6.1.2.2_Link Inner LH 1.0000 0.0000 1.5000
Steel 23% recycled B 1.0000 1.5000 1.5000
        
        
        
        
        
        




        
        
        
6.1.3_Weldment Link Upper HighBack 1.0000 0.0000 2.5000
        
        
        
        
6.1.3.3_BackWire 1.0000 0.0000 2.5000
Steel 23% recycled B 1.0000 2.5000 2.5000
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
6.3_UpperBackAssembly NonHeadrest 1   1.5000
6.3.1_UpperBack 1.0000 0.0000 1.5000
PNW Softwood Plywood 1.0000 1.5000 1.5000
        
        
        
        
        




7_BACK UPHOLSTERY FOAM       
Sub-Assemblies Units 
Unit Weight 
(lbs) Total Weight 
Total 1.0000   4.5000
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
7.2_Upholstery HighBack Non Headrest 1   1.5000
Leather I, SC 1.0000 1.5000 1.5000
        
        
7.4_Foam HighBack Front 1   1.5000
PUR flex. Block foam I 1.0000 1.5000 1.5000
7.5_Foam HighBack Rear 1   1.5000












Total 1.0000   10.0000
1.1_Casters hard (Chrome) 1   2.5000
1.1.1_Body 20mm Neck 5.0000   1.2500
Zinc I, US 1.0000 0.2100 0.2500
        
1.1.2_CasterWheels 5.0000   1.2500
Nylon 6 1.0000 0.2100 0.2500
        
        
        
        
1.2_Base Polished 1   5.0000
Steelcase Cast Aluminum 1.0000 6.0010 5.0000
1.3_Pneumatic Cylinder 1   2.5000
IISI, Engineering Steel, EAF Route 1.0000 2.3000 2.5000




        
        
        
        






Total 1.0000   11.0000
2.1 ChairControl assy 1   1.5000
        
        
        
        
2.1.5_PneuLever 1.0000   0.2500
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.2620 0.2500
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
2.1.14_Weldment SeatMount 1.0000   1.2500
2.1.14.1_SeatPivotBracket 1.0000   1.2500
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 1.3310 1.2500
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
2.2 StrapAssembly Front Type 1 1   1.5000
2.2.1_ArmStrap Front 1.0000   1.5000
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.7840 1.5000
        
        
        
        




2.3_Rear Arm Strap Weldment 1   1.5000
        
        
        
2.3.2_ArmStrapAssembly Type2 1.0000   1.5000
        
        
        
2.3.2.4_Strap Arm Type2 1.0000   1.5000
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.7840 1.5000
        
        
3.1_HousingAssembly Bushing 1   1.5000
3.1.1_Housing Control Chair 1.0000   1.5000
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.8100 1.5000
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
3.2_SupportAssembly Upright 1   3.0000
3.2.1_Support Upright 1.0000   3.0000
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 2.7570 3.0000
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
3.5_Spring Torsion LeftHand 1   1.0000
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.9200 1.0000
        
3.6_Spring Torsion RightHand 1   1.0000
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.9200 1.0000
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        




        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        






Total 1.0000   7.0000
4.1_Shell InnerSeat 1   3.0000
        
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 3.0100 3.0000
4.2_Shell OuterSeat 1   1.0000
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.8480 1.0000
        
        
        
4.5_Foam Molded Seat 1   2.0000
Polyurethane Flexible Foam 1.0000 2.0280 2.0000
4.6_Upholstery Seat 1   1.0000
Leather I, SC 1.0000 0.7940 1.0000
        






Total 1.0000   6.0000
5.1_Tarm LH Polished 1   3.0000
Steelcase Cast Aluminum 1.0000 2.8720 3.0000
5.2_Tarm RH Polished 1   3.0000
Steelcase Cast Aluminum 1.0000 2.8720 3.0000
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        






Total 1.0000   9.0000




6.1.1_BackMechanism High 1.0000 0.0000 2.0000
        
        
        
        
6.1.1.3_Tube CrossStretcher 1.0000 0.0000 2.0000
IISI, Steel Section, EAF Route 1.0000 1.8370 2.0000
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
6.1.2_Weldment Link Inner 1.0000 0.0000 3.0000
6.1.2.1_Link Inner RH 1.0000 0.0000 1.5000
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 1.3010 1.5000
6.1.2.2_Link Inner LH 1.0000 0.0000 1.5000
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 1.3010 1.5000
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
6.1.3_Weldment Link Upper HighBack 1.0000 0.0000 2.5000
        
        
        
        
6.1.3.3_BackWire 1.0000 0.0000 2.5000
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 2.6340 2.5000
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        




        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
6.3_UpperBackAssembly NonHeadrest 1   1.5000
6.3.1_UpperBack 1.0000 0.0000 1.5000
PNW Softwood Plywood 1.0000 1.4270 1.5000
        
        
        
        
        
        






Total 1.0000   5.2500
7.1_DimatrolAssembly 1   0.7500
7.1.1_Dimatrol 1.0000 0.0000 0.2500
Polyester fabric I, SC 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500
        
7.1.3_Channel Side RH 1.0000 0.0000 0.2500
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.1470 0.2500
7.1.4_Channel Side LH 1.0000 0.0000 0.2500
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.1470 0.2500
        
        
        
        
7.2_Upholstery HighBack Non Headrest 1   1.5000
Leather I, SC 1.0000 1.3670 1.5000
        
        
7.4_Foam HighBack Front 1   1.5000
Polyurethane Flexible Foam 1.0000 1.5210 1.5000
7.5_Foam HighBack Rear 1   1.5000












Total 1.0000   11.2860
1.1_Casters hard (Chrome) 1   2.9850
1.1.1_Body 20mm Neck 5.0000   1.0500
Zinc I, US 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
        
1.1.2_CasterWheels 5.0000   1.5500
Nylon 6 1.0000 0.2100 0.3100
        
1.1.3_Pintle 5.0000   0.3850
IISI, Engineering Steel, EAF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.0770
        
1.2_Base Polished 1   6.0010
Steelcase Cast Aluminum 1.0000 6.0010 6.0010
1.3_Pneumatic Cylinder 1   2.3000
IISI, Engineering Steel, EAF Route 1.0000 2.3000 2.3000
        
        
        
        
        






Total 1.0000   14.8850
2.1 ChairControl assy 1   2.2870
2.1.1_PneuHandle Anti RattlePad 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.2_PneuHandle Anti RattleGrommet 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.3_PneuHandle Anti ClickPad 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.4_PneuKnob 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.5_PneuLever 1.0000   0.2620
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.2620 0.2620
        
2.1.6_PneuAdjuster 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.7_PneuAdjuster Screw 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.8_TorqueAdjKnob 1.0000   0.0970
Nylon 6 1.0000 0.0970 0.0970
        
2.1.9_TorqueRodSleeve 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.10_BackLockKnob 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.11_BackLockLever 1.0000   0.2780
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.2780 0.2780
        




Nylon 6/6/ Glass Fiber Composite 1.0000 0.0860 0.0860
        
2.1.13_BackLockLeverRetainer 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.14_Weldment SeatMount 1.0000   1.5640
2.1.14.1_SeatPivotBracket 1.0000   1.3310
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 1.3310 1.3310
2.1.14.2_Bracket ArmPivot 1.0000   0.2330
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.2330 0.2330
2.1.14.3_Bearing Fixed Front 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.15_Bearing SeatMount Front 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.16_Bearing SeatMount Rear 2.0000   0.0000
2.1.17_PivotPin SeatMount 2.0000   0.0000
2.1.18_Retainer PivotPin SeatMount 2.0000   0.0000
2.2 StrapAssembly Front Type 1 1   1.8350
2.2.1_ArmStrap Front 1.0000   1.7840
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.7840 1.7840
        
2.2.2_Pad Slide Front LH 1.0000   0.0000
2.2.3_Pad Slide Front RH 1.0000   0.0000
2.2.4_Spring SeatTilt 1.0000   0.0510
Glass, fiber or wool, US 1.0000 0.0510 0.0510
2.3_Rear Arm Strap Weldment 1   1.9760
2.3.1_SupportPlate RearArmStrap 2.0000   0.1920
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.0960 0.0960
        
2.3.2_ArmStrapAssembly Type2 1.0000   1.7840
2.3.2.1_Pad RearSlide RH 1.0000   0.0000
2.3.2.2_Pad RearSlide LH 1.0000   0.0000
2.3.2.3_Rivet Shoulder FlatHead 2.0000   0.0000
2.3.2.4_Strap Arm Type2 1.0000   1.7840
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.7840 1.7840
        
2.4_PowerPackAssembly 1   0.0000
3.1_HousingAssembly Bushing 1   2.6050
3.1.1_Housing Control Chair 1.0000   1.8100
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.8100 1.8100
        
3.1.2_SupportBushing 1.0000   0.6610
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.6610 0.6610
        
3.1.3_Bushing HousingTapered 1.0000   0.1340
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.1340 0.1340
        
3.1.4_Filler Weld Wire Steel 1.0000   0.0000
3.2_SupportAssembly Upright 1   2.9250
3.2.1_Support Upright 1.0000   2.7570
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 2.7570 2.7570




3.2.2_Support PivotSynchro 2.0000   0.1680
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.0840 0.0840
        
3.3_Sleeve Axle 1   0.0000
3.4_Tube Axle 1   0.4610
IISI, Steel Section, EAF Route 1.0000 0.4610 0.4610
        
3.5_Spring Torsion LeftHand 1   0.9200
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.9200 0.9200
        
3.6_Spring Torsion RightHand 1   0.9200
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.9200 0.9200
        
3.7_Bracket Spring Tension 1   0.2630
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2630 0.2630
3.8_Shaft Adjustment Tension Painted 1   0.3280
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.3280 0.3280
        
3.9_Nut Adjustment Tension 1   0.0480
IISI, Engineering Steel, EAF Route 1.0000 0.0480 0.0480
3.10_Plate Pivot Tension 1   0.3170
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.3170 0.3170
        
3.11_Button Stop 2   0.0000
3.12_Bearing Axle 2   0.0000
3.13_Grease Multipurpose 0   0.0000
3.14_Bushing Bronze 1   0.0000
3.15_Rivet Pivot Tension 1   0.0000
3.16_Washer Plain Non STD Friction 2   0.0000
3.17_Washer NonStandard 1   0.0000
        






Total 1.0000   6.9000
4.1_Shell InnerSeat 1   3.0100
4.1.1_T NutForSeat Inner 4.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Polypropylne (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 3.0100 3.0100
4.2_Shell OuterSeat 1   0.8480
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.8480 0.8480
4.3_Screws OuterSeatAttachment 5   0.0000
4.4_Foam Topper Seat 1   0.2200
Polyurethane Flexible Foam 1.0000 0.2200 0.2200
4.5_Foam Molded Seat 1   2.0280
Polyurethane Flexible Foam 1.0000 2.0280 2.0280
4.6_Upholstery Seat 1   0.7940
Leather I, SC 1.0000 0.7940 0.7940










Total 1.0000   6.2520
5.1_Tarm LH Polished 1   2.8720
Steelcase Cast Aluminum 1.0000 2.8720 2.8720
5.2_Tarm RH Polished 1   2.8720
Steelcase Cast Aluminum 1.0000 2.8720 2.8720
5.3_Screws TArmCapAttachment 8   0.0000
5.4_Upholstery TArmCap 2   0.2000
Leather I, SC 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
5.6_TArmCap Molded 2   0.3080
5.6.1_TArmCapInner 2.0000 0.0000 0.2640
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.1320 0.1320
Polyurethane Flexible Foam 1.0000 0.0440 0.0440
5.7_Screw ArmAttachment 6   0.0000
        






Total 1.0000   16.7840
6.1_BackAssembly High 1   15.1460
6.1.1_BackMechanism High 1.0000 0.0000 4.0830
6.1.1.1_Weldment BackAttachment 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.1.1.2_Tube BackMounting 2.0000 0.0000 0.7200
IISI, Steel Section, EAF Route 1.0000 0.3600 0.3600
        
6.1.1.3_Tube CrossStretcher 1.0000 0.0000 1.8370
IISI, Steel Section, EAF Route 1.0000 1.8370 1.8370
        
6.1.1.4_Link LowerInner RH 1.0000 0.0000 0.2780
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.2780 0.2780
6.1.1.5_Link LowerInner LH 1.0000 0.0000 0.2780
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.2780 0.2780
6.1.1.6_Link LowerOuter 2.0000 0.0000 0.9700
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.4850 0.4850
6.1.2_Weldment Link Inner 1.0000 0.0000 4.2750
6.1.2.1_Link Inner RH 1.0000 0.0000 1.3010
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 1.3010 1.3010
6.1.2.2_Link Inner LH 1.0000 0.0000 1.3010
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 1.3010 1.3010
6.1.2.3_CrossMember Middle 1.0000 0.0000 0.3720
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.3720 0.3720
        
6.1.2.4_CrossMember Lower 1.0000 0.0000 0.3910
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.3910 0.3910
        




GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.4550 0.4550
6.1.2.6_Flange InnerLink LH 1.0000 0.0000 0.4550
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.4550 0.4550
6.1.3_Weldment Link Upper HighBack 1.0000 0.0000 4.3010
6.1.3.1_CrossMember Upper 1.0000 0.0000 0.4040
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.4040 0.4040
        
6.1.3.2_Bracket BeltAttachment 3.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.1.3.3_BackWire 1.0000 0.0000 2.6340
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 2.6340 2.6340
        
6.1.3.4_Link Upper Inner RH 1.0000 0.0000 0.1320
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.1320 0.1320
6.1.3.5_Link Upper Inner LH 1.0000 0.0000 0.1350
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.1350 0.1350
6.1.3.7_Link Upper Outer 2.0000 0.0000 0.3780
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.1890 0.1890
        
6.1.3.8_Bracket InnerBack 2.0000 0.0000 0.6180
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.3090 0.3090
6.1.4_Bushing Main 6.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.1.5_Bushing Lower 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.1.6_Washer Pivot 8.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.1.7_Rivet Main 6.0000 0.0000 0.2400
IISI, Engineering Steel, EAF Route 1.0000 0.0400 0.0400
        
6.1.8_Rivet Lower 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.1.9_Spring 2.0000 0.0000 0.2660
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.1330 0.1330
        
6.1.10_Bearing Spring 4.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.1.11_BumperStop 4.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.1.12_Link Outer RH 1.0000 0.0000 0.6150
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.6150 0.6150
6.1.13_Link Outer LH 1.0000 0.0000 0.6150
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.6150 0.6150
6.1.14_Bracket InnerBack 2.0000 0.0000 0.6180
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.3090 0.3090
6.2_Shield LowerLink 2   0.0000
6.3_UpperBackAssembly NonHeadrest 1   1.4270
6.3.1_UpperBack 1.0000 0.0000 1.4270
PNW Softwood Plywood 1.0000 1.4270 1.4270
6.3.2_T Nuts 4.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.4_Screws UpperBackAttachment 4   0.0000
6.5_StapleStrip 1   0.2110
PNW Softwood Plywood 1.0000 0.2110 0.2110
6.6_Screw StapleStripRetaining 2   0.0000










Total 1.0000   5.3570
7.1_DimatrolAssembly 1   0.8160
7.1.1_Dimatrol 1.0000 0.0000 0.2500
Polyester fabric I, SC 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500
7.1.2_Dring 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.1.3_Channel Side RH 1.0000 0.0000 0.1470
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.1470 0.1470
7.1.4_Channel Side LH 1.0000 0.0000 0.1470
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.1470 0.1470
7.1.5_Extrusion J Top 1.0000 0.0000 0.0680
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.0680 0.0680
7.1.6_Extrusion J 3.0000 0.0000 0.2040
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.0680 0.0680
7.2_Upholstery HighBack Non Headrest 1   1.3670
Leather I, SC 1.0000 1.3670 1.3670
7.3_Foam Topper HighBack 1   0.1320
Polyurethane Flexible Foam 1.0000 0.1320 0.1320
7.4_Foam HighBack Front 1   1.5210
Polyurethane Flexible Foam 1.0000 1.5210 1.5210
7.5_Foam HighBack Rear 1   1.5210







1_BASE_CASTERS_CYL       
Sub-Assemblies Units Unit Weight (lbs) Total Weight 
Total 1.0000   11.2860
1.1_Casters hard (Chrome) 1   2.9850
1.1.1_Body 20mm Neck 5.0000   1.0500
Zinc I, US 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
Cast work, non-ferro, US     0.2100
1.1.2_CasterWheels 5.0000   1.5500
Nylon 6 1.0000 0.2100 0.3100
Injection moulding, US     0.3100
1.1.3_Pintle 5.0000   0.3850
IISI, Engineering Steel, EAF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.0770
Cold transforming steel, US     0.0770
1.2_Base Polished 1   6.0010
Steelcase Cast Aluminum 1.0000 6.0010 6.0010
1.3_Pneumatic Cylinder 1   2.3000




Machining steel, US     0.2300
        
        
        
        
2_CHAIR CONTROL ARM STRAPS       
Sub-Assemblies Units Unit Weight (lbs) Total Weight 
Total 1.0000   14.8850
2.1 ChairControl assy 1   2.2870
2.1.1_PneuHandle Anti RattlePad 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.2_PneuHandle Anti RattleGrommet 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.3_PneuHandle Anti ClickPad 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.4_PneuKnob 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.5_PneuLever 1.0000   0.2620
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.2620 0.2620
Cold transforming steel, US     0.2620
2.1.6_PneuAdjuster 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.7_PneuAdjuster Screw 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.8_TorqueAdjKnob 1.0000   0.0970
Nylon 6 1.0000 0.0970 0.0970
Injection moulding, US     0.0970
2.1.9_TorqueRodSleeve 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.10_BackLockKnob 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.11_BackLockLever 1.0000   0.2780
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.2780 0.2780
Cold transforming steel, US     0.2780
2.1.12_BackLock 1.0000   0.0860
Nylon 6/6/ Glass Fiber Composite 1.0000 0.0860 0.0860
Injection moulding, US     0.0860
2.1.13_BackLockLeverRetainer 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.14_Weldment SeatMount 1.0000   1.5640
2.1.14.1_SeatPivotBracket 1.0000   1.3310
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 1.3310 1.3310
2.1.14.2_Bracket ArmPivot 1.0000   0.2330
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.2330 0.2330
2.1.14.3_Bearing Fixed Front 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.15_Bearing SeatMount Front 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.16_Bearing SeatMount Rear 2.0000   0.0000
2.1.17_PivotPin SeatMount 2.0000   0.0000
2.1.18_Retainer PivotPin SeatMount 2.0000   0.0000
2.2 StrapAssembly Front Type 1 1   1.8350
2.2.1_ArmStrap Front 1.0000   1.7840
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.7840 1.7840
Mech. Press, SC avg.     1.0000
2.2.2_Pad Slide Front LH 1.0000   0.0000
2.2.3_Pad Slide Front RH 1.0000   0.0000
2.2.4_Spring SeatTilt 1.0000   0.0510




2.3_Rear Arm Strap Weldment 1   1.9760
2.3.1_SupportPlate RearArmStrap 2.0000   0.1920
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.0960 0.0960
Cutting steel laser, US     0.0030
2.3.2_ArmStrapAssembly Type2 1.0000   1.7840
2.3.2.1_Pad RearSlide RH 1.0000   0.0000
2.3.2.2_Pad RearSlide LH 1.0000   0.0000
2.3.2.3_Rivet Shoulder FlatHead 2.0000   0.0000
2.3.2.4_Strap Arm Type2 1.0000   1.7840
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.7840 1.7840
Mech. Press, SC avg.     1.0000
2.4_PowerPackAssembly 1   0.0000
3.1_HousingAssembly Bushing 1   2.6050
3.1.1_Housing Control Chair 1.0000   1.8100
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.8100 1.8100
Mech. Press, SC avg.     1.0000
3.1.2_SupportBushing 1.0000   0.6610
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.6610 0.6610
Mech. Press, SC avg.     1.0000
3.1.3_Bushing HousingTapered 1.0000   0.1340
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.1340 0.1340
Mech. Press, SC avg.     1.0000
3.1.4_Filler Weld Wire Steel 1.0000   0.0000
3.2_SupportAssembly Upright 1   2.9250
3.2.1_Support Upright 1.0000   2.7570
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 2.7570 2.7570
Mech. Press, SC avg.     1.0000
3.2.2_Support PivotSynchro 2.0000   0.1680
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.0840 0.0840
Mech. Press, SC avg.     1.0000
3.3_Sleeve Axle 1   0.0000
3.4_Tube Axle 1   0.4610
IISI, Steel Section, EAF Route 1.0000 0.4610 0.4610
Machining steel, US     0.4610
3.5_Spring Torsion LeftHand 1   0.9200
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.9200 0.9200
Cold transforming steel, US     0.9200
3.6_Spring Torsion RightHand 1   0.9200
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.9200 0.9200
Cold transforming steel, US     0.9200
3.7_Bracket Spring Tension 1   0.2630
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2630 0.2630
3.8_Shaft Adjustment Tension Painted 1   0.3280
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.3280 0.3280
Machining steel, US     0.3280
3.9_Nut Adjustment Tension 1   0.0480
IISI, Engineering Steel, EAF Route 1.0000 0.0480 0.0480




IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.3170 0.3170
Mech. Press, SC avg.     1.0000
3.11_Button Stop 2   0.0000
3.12_Bearing Axle 2   0.0000
3.13_Grease Multipurpose 0   0.0000
3.14_Bushing Bronze 1   0.0000
3.15_Rivet Pivot Tension 1   0.0000
3.16_Washer Plain Non STD Friction 2   0.0000
3.17_Washer NonStandard 1   0.0000
        
4_SEAT       
Sub-Assemblies Units Unit Weight (lbs) Total Weight 
Total 1.0000   6.9000
4.1_Shell InnerSeat 1   3.0100
4.1.1_T NutForSeat Inner 4.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 3.0100 3.0100
4.2_Shell OuterSeat 1   0.8480
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.8480 0.8480
4.3_Screws OuterSeatAttachment 5   0.0000
4.4_Foam Topper Seat 1   0.2200
Polyurethane Flexible Foam 1.0000 0.2200 0.2200
4.5_Foam Molded Seat 1   2.0280
Polyurethane Flexible Foam 1.0000 2.0280 2.0280
4.6_Upholstery Seat 1   0.7940
Leather I, SC 1.0000 0.7940 0.7940
        
5_ARMS       
Sub-Assemblies Units Unit Weight (lbs) Total Weight 
Total 1.0000   6.2520
5.1_Tarm LH Polished 1   2.8720
Steelcase Cast Aluminum 1.0000 2.8720 2.8720
5.2_Tarm RH Polished 1   2.8720
Steelcase Cast Aluminum 1.0000 2.8720 2.8720
5.3_Screws TArmCapAttachment 8   0.0000
5.4_Upholstery TArmCap 2   0.2000
Leather I, SC 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
5.6_TArmCap Molded 2   0.3080
5.6.1_TArmCapInner 2.0000 0.0000 0.2640
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.1320 0.1320
Polyurethane Flexible Foam 1.0000 0.0440 0.0440
5.7_Screw ArmAttachment 6   0.0000
        
6_BACK MECHANISM       
Sub-Assemblies Units Unit Weight (lbs) Total Weight 
Total 1.0000   16.9170
6.1_BackAssembly High 1   15.2790
6.1.1_BackMechanism High 1.0000 0.0000 4.0830




6.1.1.2_Tube BackMounting 2.0000 0.0000 0.7200
IISI, Steel Section, EAF Route 1.0000 0.3600 0.3600
Cutting steel laser, US     0.1000
6.1.1.3_Tube CrossStretcher 1.0000 0.0000 1.8370
IISI, Steel Section, EAF Route 1.0000 1.8370 1.8370
Cold transforming steel, US     1.8370
6.1.1.4_Link LowerInner RH 1.0000 0.0000 0.2780
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.2780 0.2780
6.1.1.5_Link LowerInner LH 1.0000 0.0000 0.2780
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.2780 0.2780
6.1.1.6_Link LowerOuter 2.0000 0.0000 0.9700
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.4850 0.4850
6.1.2_Weldment Link Inner 1.0000 0.0000 4.2750
6.1.2.1_Link Inner RH 1.0000 0.0000 1.3010
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 1.3010 1.3010
6.1.2.2_Link Inner LH 1.0000 0.0000 1.3010
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 1.3010 1.3010
6.1.2.3_CrossMember Middle 1.0000 0.0000 0.3720
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.3720 0.3720
Cold transforming steel, US     0.3720
6.1.2.4_CrossMember Lower 1.0000 0.0000 0.3910
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.3910 0.3910
Cold transforming steel, US     0.3910
6.1.2.5_Flange InnerLink RH 1.0000 0.0000 0.4550
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.4550 0.4550
6.1.2.6_Flange InnerLink LH 1.0000 0.0000 0.4550
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.4550 0.4550
6.1.3_Weldment Link Upper HighBack 1.0000 0.0000 4.3010
6.1.3.1_CrossMember Upper 1.0000 0.0000 0.4040
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.4040 0.4040
Cold transforming steel, US     0.4040
6.1.3.2_Bracket BeltAttachment 3.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.1.3.3_BackWire 1.0000 0.0000 2.6340
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 2.6340 2.6340
Cold transforming steel, US     2.6340
6.1.3.4_Link Upper Inner RH 1.0000 0.0000 0.1320
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.1320 0.1320
6.1.3.5_Link Upper Inner LH 1.0000 0.0000 0.1350
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.1350 0.1350
6.1.3.7_Link Upper Outer 2.0000 0.0000 0.3780
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.1890 0.1890
Cutting steel laser, US     0.0056
6.1.3.8_Bracket InnerBack 2.0000 0.0000 0.6180
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.3090 0.3090
6.1.4_Bushing Main 6.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.1.5_Bushing Lower 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.1.6_Washer Pivot 8.0000 0.0000 0.0000




IISI, Engineering Steel, EAF Route 1.0000 0.0400 0.0400
Cold transforming steel, US     0.0400
6.1.8_Rivet Lower 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.1.9_Spring 2.0000 0.0000 0.2660
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.1330 0.1330
Cold transforming steel, US     0.1330
6.1.10_Bearing Spring 4.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.1.11_BumperStop 4.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.1.12_Link Outer RH 1.0000 0.0000 0.6150
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.6150 0.6150
6.1.13_Link Outer LH 1.0000 0.0000 0.6150
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.6150 0.6150
6.1.14_Bracket InnerBack 2.0000 0.0000 0.6180
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.3090 0.3090
6.2_Shield LowerLink 2   0.0000
6.3_UpperBackAssembly NonHeadrest 1   1.4270
6.3.1_UpperBack 1.0000 0.0000 1.4270
PNW Softwood Plywood 1.0000 1.4270 1.4270
6.3.2_T Nuts 4.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.4_Screws UpperBackAttachment 4   0.0000
6.5_StapleStrip 1   0.2110
PNW Softwood Plywood 1.0000 0.2110 0.2110
6.6_Screw StapleStripRetaining 2   0.0000
        
7_BACK UPHOLSTERY FOAM       
Sub-Assemblies Units Unit Weight (lbs) Total Weight 
Total 1.0000   5.3570
7.1_DimatrolAssembly 1   0.8160
7.1.1_Dimatrol 1.0000 0.0000 0.2500
Polyester fabric I, SC 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500
7.1.2_Dring 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.1.3_Channel Side RH 1.0000 0.0000 0.1470
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.1470 0.1470
7.1.4_Channel Side LH 1.0000 0.0000 0.1470
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.1470 0.1470
7.1.5_Extrusion J Top 1.0000 0.0000 0.0680
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.0680 0.0680
7.1.6_Extrusion J 3.0000 0.0000 0.2040
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.0680 0.0680
7.2_Upholstery HighBack Non Headrest 1   1.3670
Leather I, SC 1.0000 1.3670 1.3670
7.3_Foam Topper HighBack 1   0.1320
Polyurethane Flexible Foam 1.0000 0.1320 0.1320
7.4_Foam HighBack Front 1   1.5210
Polyurethane Flexible Foam 1.0000 1.5210 1.5210
7.5_Foam HighBack Rear 1   1.5210
Polyurethane Flexible Foam 1.0000 1.5210 1.5210




8_MISCELLANEOUS       
Sub-Assemblies Units Unit Weight (lbs) Total Weight 
Total 1.0000   2.7070
8.1_Belt Inner 1   0.3070
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.3070 0.3070
8.2_PopRivet 10   0.0000
8.3_Belt Outer 1   0.1790
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.1790 0.1790
8.4_Screw OuterBeltRetaining 4   0.0000
8.5_Shell Back Upholstered 1   2.2210
8.5.1_Shell Back 1.0000 0.0000 1.9160
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 1.9160 1.9160
8.5.2_Guide Belt 1.0000 0.0000 0.0550
Nylon 6 1.0000 0.0550 0.0550
Injection moulding, US     0.0550
8.5.3_Screw BeltGuideAttachment 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.5.4_Foam BackShell 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.5.5_Upholstery BackShell 1.0000 0.0000 0.2500
Leather I, SC 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500
8.5.6_Fastener ChristmasTree OuterBack Attach 4.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PACKAGING CARDBOARD, US       
Sub-Assemblies # Units Unit Weight (lbs) Total Weight 
Total   9.0000 9.0000
PACKAGING PLASTIC BAG, US       
Sub-Assemblies # Units Unit Weight (lbs) Total Weight 






1_BASE_CASTERS_CYL       
Sub-Assemblies Units Unit Weight (lbs) Total Weight 
Total 1.0000   11.2860
1.1_Casters hard (Chrome) 1   2.9850
1.1.1_Body 20mm Neck 5.0000   1.0500
Zinc I, US 1.0000 0.2100 0.2100
Cast work, non-ferro, US     0.2100
1.1.2_CasterWheels 5.0000   1.5500
Nylon 6 1.0000 0.2100 0.3100
Injection moulding, US     0.3100
1.1.3_Pintle 5.0000   0.3850
IISI, Engineering Steel, EAF Route 1.0000 0.2100 0.0770
Cold transforming steel, US     0.0770
1.2_Base Polished 1   6.0010
Steelcase Cast Aluminum 1.0000 6.0010 6.0010




IISI, Engineering Steel, EAF Route 1.0000 2.3000 2.3000
Machining steel, US     0.2300
        
Ocean Freighter FAL     18.7700
Trailer Diesel FAL     7.3800
        
2_CHAIR CONTROL ARM STRAPS       
Sub-Assemblies Units Unit Weight (lbs) Total Weight 
Total 1.0000   14.8850
2.1 ChairControl assy 1   2.2870
2.1.1_PneuHandle Anti RattlePad 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.2_PneuHandle Anti RattleGrommet 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.3_PneuHandle Anti ClickPad 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.4_PneuKnob 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.5_PneuLever 1.0000   0.2620
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.2620 0.2620
Cold transforming steel, US     0.2620
2.1.6_PneuAdjuster 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.7_PneuAdjuster Screw 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.8_TorqueAdjKnob 1.0000   0.0970
Nylon 6 1.0000 0.0970 0.0970
Injection moulding, US     0.0970
2.1.9_TorqueRodSleeve 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.10_BackLockKnob 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.11_BackLockLever 1.0000   0.2780
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.2780 0.2780
Cold transforming steel, US     0.2780
2.1.12_BackLock 1.0000   0.0860
Nylon 6/6/ Glass Fiber Composite 1.0000 0.0860 0.0860
Injection moulding, US     0.0860
2.1.13_BackLockLeverRetainer 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.14_Weldment SeatMount 1.0000   1.5640
2.1.14.1_SeatPivotBracket 1.0000   1.3310
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 1.3310 1.3310
2.1.14.2_Bracket ArmPivot 1.0000   0.2330
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.2330 0.2330
2.1.14.3_Bearing Fixed Front 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.15_Bearing SeatMount Front 1.0000   0.0000
2.1.16_Bearing SeatMount Rear 2.0000   0.0000
2.1.17_PivotPin SeatMount 2.0000   0.0000
2.1.18_Retainer PivotPin SeatMount 2.0000   0.0000
2.2 StrapAssembly Front Type 1 1   1.8350
2.2.1_ArmStrap Front 1.0000   1.7840
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.7840 1.7840
Mech. Press, SC avg.     1.0000
2.2.2_Pad Slide Front LH 1.0000   0.0000
2.2.3_Pad Slide Front RH 1.0000   0.0000




Glass, fiber or wool, US 1.0000 0.0510 0.0510
2.3_Rear Arm Strap Weldment 1   1.9760
2.3.1_SupportPlate RearArmStrap 2.0000   0.1920
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.0960 0.0960
Cutting steel laser, US     0.0030
2.3.2_ArmStrapAssembly Type2 1.0000   1.7840
2.3.2.1_Pad RearSlide RH 1.0000   0.0000
2.3.2.2_Pad RearSlide LH 1.0000   0.0000
2.3.2.3_Rivet Shoulder FlatHead 2.0000   0.0000
2.3.2.4_Strap Arm Type2 1.0000   1.7840
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.7840 1.7840
Mech. Press, SC avg.     1.0000
2.4_PowerPackAssembly 1   0.0000
3.1_HousingAssembly Bushing 1   2.6050
3.1.1_Housing Control Chair 1.0000   1.8100
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 1.8100 1.8100
Mech. Press, SC avg.     1.0000
3.1.2_SupportBushing 1.0000   0.6610
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.6610 0.6610
Mech. Press, SC avg.     1.0000
3.1.3_Bushing HousingTapered 1.0000   0.1340
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.1340 0.1340
Mech. Press, SC avg.     1.0000
3.1.4_Filler Weld Wire Steel 1.0000   0.0000
3.2_SupportAssembly Upright 1   2.9250
3.2.1_Support Upright 1.0000   2.7570
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 2.7570 2.7570
Mech. Press, SC avg.     1.0000
3.2.2_Support PivotSynchro 2.0000   0.1680
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.0840 0.0840
Mech. Press, SC avg.     1.0000
3.3_Sleeve Axle 1   0.0000
3.4_Tube Axle 1   0.4610
IISI, Steel Section, EAF Route 1.0000 0.4610 0.4610
Machining steel, US     0.4610
3.5_Spring Torsion LeftHand 1   0.9200
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.9200 0.9200
Cold transforming steel, US     0.9200
3.6_Spring Torsion RightHand 1   0.9200
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.9200 0.9200
Cold transforming steel, US     0.9200
3.7_Bracket Spring Tension 1   0.2630
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.2630 0.2630
3.8_Shaft Adjustment Tension Painted 1   0.3280
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.3280 0.3280
Machining steel, US     0.3280
3.9_Nut Adjustment Tension 1   0.0480




3.10_Plate Pivot Tension 1   0.3170
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.3170 0.3170
Mech. Press, SC avg.     1.0000
3.11_Button Stop 2   0.0000
3.12_Bearing Axle 2   0.0000
3.13_Grease Multipurpose 0   0.0000
3.14_Bushing Bronze 1   0.0000
3.15_Rivet Pivot Tension 1   0.0000
3.16_Washer Plain Non STD Friction 2   0.0000
3.17_Washer NonStandard 1   0.0000
        
4_SEAT       
Sub-Assemblies Units Unit Weight (lbs) Total Weight 
Total 1.0000   6.9000
4.1_Shell InnerSeat 1   3.0100
4.1.1_T NutForSeat Inner 4.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 3.0100 3.0100
4.2_Shell OuterSeat 1   0.8480
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.8480 0.8480
4.3_Screws OuterSeatAttachment 5   0.0000
4.4_Foam Topper Seat 1   0.2200
Polyurethane Flexible Foam 1.0000 0.2200 0.2200
4.5_Foam Molded Seat 1   2.0280
Polyurethane Flexible Foam 1.0000 2.0280 2.0280
4.6_Upholstery Seat 1   0.7940
Leather I, SC 1.0000 0.7940 0.7940
        
5_ARMS       
Sub-Assemblies Units Unit Weight (lbs) Total Weight 
Total 1.0000   6.2520
5.1_Tarm LH Polished 1   2.8720
Steelcase Cast Aluminum 1.0000 2.8720 2.8720
5.2_Tarm RH Polished 1   2.8720
Steelcase Cast Aluminum 1.0000 2.8720 2.8720
5.3_Screws TArmCapAttachment 8   0.0000
5.4_Upholstery TArmCap 2   0.2000
Leather I, SC 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000
5.6_TArmCap Molded 2   0.3080
5.6.1_TArmCapInner 2.0000 0.0000 0.2640
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.1320 0.1320
Polyurethane Flexible Foam 1.0000 0.0440 0.0440
5.7_Screw ArmAttachment 6   0.0000
        
6_BACK MECHANISM       
Sub-Assemblies Units Unit Weight (lbs) Total Weight 
Total 1.0000   16.9170
6.1_BackAssembly High 1   15.2790




6.1.1.1_Weldment BackAttachment 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.1.1.2_Tube BackMounting 2.0000 0.0000 0.7200
IISI, Steel Section, EAF Route 1.0000 0.3600 0.3600
Cutting steel laser, US     0.1000
6.1.1.3_Tube CrossStretcher 1.0000 0.0000 1.8370
IISI, Steel Section, EAF Route 1.0000 1.8370 1.8370
Cold transforming steel, US     1.8370
6.1.1.4_Link LowerInner RH 1.0000 0.0000 0.2780
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.2780 0.2780
6.1.1.5_Link LowerInner LH 1.0000 0.0000 0.2780
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.2780 0.2780
6.1.1.6_Link LowerOuter 2.0000 0.0000 0.9700
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.4850 0.4850
6.1.2_Weldment Link Inner 1.0000 0.0000 4.2750
6.1.2.1_Link Inner RH 1.0000 0.0000 1.3010
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 1.3010 1.3010
6.1.2.2_Link Inner LH 1.0000 0.0000 1.3010
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 1.3010 1.3010
6.1.2.3_CrossMember Middle 1.0000 0.0000 0.3720
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.3720 0.3720
Cold transforming steel, US     0.3720
6.1.2.4_CrossMember Lower 1.0000 0.0000 0.3910
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.3910 0.3910
Cold transforming steel, US     0.3910
6.1.2.5_Flange InnerLink RH 1.0000 0.0000 0.4550
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.4550 0.4550
6.1.2.6_Flange InnerLink LH 1.0000 0.0000 0.4550
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.4550 0.4550
6.1.3_Weldment Link Upper HighBack 1.0000 0.0000 4.3010
6.1.3.1_CrossMember Upper 1.0000 0.0000 0.4040
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.4040 0.4040
Cold transforming steel, US     0.4040
6.1.3.2_Bracket BeltAttachment 3.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.1.3.3_BackWire 1.0000 0.0000 2.6340
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 2.6340 2.6340
Cold transforming steel, US     2.6340
6.1.3.4_Link Upper Inner RH 1.0000 0.0000 0.1320
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.1320 0.1320
6.1.3.5_Link Upper Inner LH 1.0000 0.0000 0.1350
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.1350 0.1350
6.1.3.7_Link Upper Outer 2.0000 0.0000 0.3780
IISI, Finished Cold Rolled Coil, BF Route 1.0000 0.1890 0.1890
Cutting steel laser, US     0.0056
6.1.3.8_Bracket InnerBack 2.0000 0.0000 0.6180
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.3090 0.3090
6.1.4_Bushing Main 6.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.1.5_Bushing Lower 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000




6.1.7_Rivet Main 6.0000 0.0000 0.2400
IISI, Engineering Steel, EAF Route 1.0000 0.0400 0.0400
Cold transforming steel, US     0.0400
6.1.8_Rivet Lower 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.1.9_Spring 2.0000 0.0000 0.2660
IISI, Rebar, EAF Route 1.0000 0.1330 0.1330
Cold transforming steel, US     0.1330
6.1.10_Bearing Spring 4.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.1.11_BumperStop 4.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.1.12_Link Outer RH 1.0000 0.0000 0.6150
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.6150 0.6150
6.1.13_Link Outer LH 1.0000 0.0000 0.6150
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.6150 0.6150
6.1.14_Bracket InnerBack 2.0000 0.0000 0.6180
GS-10Ni6 I, US 1.0000 0.3090 0.3090
6.2_Shield LowerLink 2   0.0000
6.3_UpperBackAssembly NonHeadrest 1   1.4270
6.3.1_UpperBack 1.0000 0.0000 1.4270
PNW Softwood Plywood 1.0000 1.4270 1.4270
6.3.2_T Nuts 4.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6.4_Screws UpperBackAttachment 4   0.0000
6.5_StapleStrip 1   0.2110
PNW Softwood Plywood 1.0000 0.2110 0.2110
6.6_Screw StapleStripRetaining 2   0.0000
7_BACK UPHOLSTERY FOAM       
Sub-Assemblies Units Unit Weight (lbs) Total Weight 
Total 1.0000   5.3570
7.1_DimatrolAssembly 1   0.8160
7.1.1_Dimatrol 1.0000 0.0000 0.2500
Polyester fabric I, SC 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500
7.1.2_Dring 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7.1.3_Channel Side RH 1.0000 0.0000 0.1470
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.1470 0.1470
7.1.4_Channel Side LH 1.0000 0.0000 0.1470
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.1470 0.1470
7.1.5_Extrusion J Top 1.0000 0.0000 0.0680
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.0680 0.0680
7.1.6_Extrusion J 3.0000 0.0000 0.2040
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.0680 0.0680
7.2_Upholstery HighBack Non Headrest 1   1.3670
Leather I, SC 1.0000 1.3670 1.3670
7.3_Foam Topper HighBack 1   0.1320
Polyurethane Flexible Foam 1.0000 0.1320 0.1320
7.4_Foam HighBack Front 1   1.5210
Polyurethane Flexible Foam 1.0000 1.5210 1.5210
7.5_Foam HighBack Rear 1   1.5210
Polyurethane Flexible Foam 1.0000 1.5210 1.5210




Sub-Assemblies Units Unit Weight (lbs) Total Weight 
Total 1.0000   2.7070
8.1_Belt Inner 1   0.3070
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.3070 0.3070
8.2_PopRivet 10   0.0000
8.3_Belt Outer 1   0.1790
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 0.1790 0.1790
8.4_Screw OuterBeltRetaining 4   0.0000
8.5_Shell Back Upholstered 1   2.2210
8.5.1_Shell Back 1.0000 0.0000 1.9160
Polypropylene (PP) Injection Molding 1.0000 1.9160 1.9160
8.5.2_Guide Belt 1.0000 0.0000 0.0550
Nylon 6 1.0000 0.0550 0.0550
Injection moulding, US     0.0550
8.5.3_Screw BeltGuideAttachment 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.5.4_Foam BackShell 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8.5.5_Upholstery BackShell 1.0000 0.0000 0.2500
Leather I, SC 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500
8.5.6_Fastener ChristmasTree OuterBack Attach 4.0000 0.0000 0.0000
PACKAGING CARDBOARD, US       
Sub-Assemblies # Units Unit Weight (lbs) Total Weight 
Total   9.0000 9.0000
PACKAGING PLASTIC BAG, US       
Sub-Assemblies # Units Unit Weight (lbs) Total Weight 
Total   1.0000 1.0000
TRAILER DIESEL FAL, US       
Sub-Assemblies # Units Unit Weight (lbs) Total Weight 
Total       
Trailer Diesel FAL, US      21.6000
 
